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I am honored to present the third Annual Report of the Office of the Independent Police Auditor (OPA).
This report covers the period from January 1, 2009 – December 31, 2009. This report highlights our
accomplishments and challenges during the third year of operation.
The OPA has been a visible and at times controversial entity within the City of Eugene and Lane County.
While particularly controversial at the onset, we believe that with professional, intelligent and
thoughtful approaches to issues of police oversight and a goal of developing mutually respectful
relationships between the members of the Eugene Police Department and the community it serves, the
OPA is gaining a reputation of integrity and clarity.
This report includes analysis of complaints and trends, decisions on classifications of complaints, policy
and adjudication recommendations, the work and changes that have occurred with the Civilian Review
Board, legislative changes, community outreach and education, and discussion of major cases.
Statistical profiles of complaints, allegations and findings are provided with commentary.
I wish to thank the Mayor and City Council for their support in bringing us to Eugene to actively and
vigorously participate in the oversight process. Also, we wish to thank the City’s Executive Team, the
City Attorney, and other support staff for all of the “back room” functions they provide including but not
limited to finance, budget, information technology and human resources. Without them, we would
have a more difficult time providing customer service to our community.
Finally, I wish to thank the members of the CRB for their volunteer efforts to assist us with this process.
They take valuable time from the personal and professional lives to give back to their community under
circumstances that at times can be stressful.
We welcome your comments and suggestions regarding how we can improve this report.
Respectfully submitted,

Mark Gissiner
Police Auditor

Our Mission
To provide an accessible, safe, impartial and responsive intake system for complaints against Eugene
Police Department employees and to ensure accountability, fairness, transparency and trust in the
complaint system.

Our Purpose
The Police Auditor has three broad mandates: 1) to receive and classify complaints of police misconduct;
2) to audit the investigations based on these complaints; and 3) to analyze trends and recommend
improvements to police services in this city. In addition, the Police Auditor supports a Civilian Review
Board which provides valuable input about the fairness and diligence of the investigation process.
Ultimately, the goal of the Civilian Review Board is to make the system of police accountability more
transparent and increase public confidence in the manner that police conduct their work.

Contact Information
Mark Gissiner, Police Auditor
Office of the Independent Police Auditor
City of Eugene
800 Olive Street
Eugene, OR 97401
Phone: 541‐682‐5016
Fax:
541‐682‐5599
Email: policeauditor@ci.eugene.or.us
Website: http://www.eugene‐or.gov or http://www.ci.eugene.or.us

Staff
Mark Gissiner, Police Auditor‐ started as Eugene Police Auditor June 2009. He brings approximately 20
years of experience and consulting in the field of external oversight of law enforcement.
Mr. Gissiner worked 21 years for the City of Cincinnati. His last position before retirement was the
Assistant Commissioner of Health from 2004‐2007; the role included all business operations of the $40
million a year organization. In his career with Cincinnati, Mr. Gissiner served in the City Manager’s
Office as Director and Investigator of the Office of Municipal Investigation (OMI) and worked in the
Department of Human Resources. He helped develop Cincinnati’s Collaborative Agreement and the
Memorandum of Understanding with the United States Department of Justice. Mr. Gissiner was the
first two‐ term President of the International Association for Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement
(IACOLE). Mr. Gissiner’s writings on issues of government accountability, government reform and
human rights have been published in 13 languages. He consulted for the United States Justice
Department and governments including South Africa, Brazil, Northern Ireland, Portugal, Hungary,
Australia, China, Hong Kong and Spain. He was a keynote speaker at the 50th Anniversary of the
European Declaration of Human Rights in Evora, Portugal.
Deputy Auditor – the position is currently vacant.

Vicki Cox, Administrative Assistant – Ms. Cox has worked for the City of Eugene for 4 years, beginning in
the City Manager’s Office as receptionist, the last 22 months as Administrative Assistant to the Police
Auditor’s Office. Her main duties include maintaining files, data entry and helping callers to the
Auditor’s Office with complaints. She also assists with the Civilian Review Board, and sees that the
Auditor’s Office runs smoothly.
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Council appoints a civilian review board which
gives a community perspective on the police
complaints process. This combination creates a
sound structure for police accountability when
implemented effectively, fairly and without
bias.

Executive Summary
This is the Office of the Independent Police
Auditor’s third annual report to the City Council
covering January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009.
The Office of the Independent Police Auditor
(OPA) was established by charter amendment in
2005. The purpose of the amendment was to
provide an external mechanism for the
independent receipt, classification, and routing
of complaints against sworn and non‐sworn
employees of the Eugene Police Department
(EPD); contract for outside investigations when
necessary; and provide monitoring of the EPD
internal investigations of allegations of
misconduct and supervisors’ investigations of
service complaints. The Charter Amendment
also authorized the auditor to make
recommendations regarding: adjudications,
policies and training to the Police Chief, prepare
reports concerning complaint trends and police
practices, and act as a liaison and staff support
for a civilian review board. The Police Auditor is
hired and supervised by the Eugene City
Council.

A fair, effective and transparent police
complaints system ensures that investigations
of every complaint are conducted fairly,
promptly, thoroughly and without prejudice.
One hurdle we face is getting information to the
public. Oregon has public records restrictions
on the disclosure of administrative personnel
information for public safety officials. We are
working on solutions to provide as much
information as legally permissible.
Because of past actions by some officers, the
Eugene Police Department has a challenge to
build trust in the entire community. They must
always be the most courteous, respectful and
protective police service anywhere. They must
strive for community wide respect – with an
understanding that not all will like them. They
must continually press their peers to be the
best officers possible – the mindset of the best
police services anywhere.

Since the original charter amendment, enabling
ordinances were crafted and a second charter
amendment was added which provided that
Council was required to hire a Police Auditor,
staff a civilian review board and provide
adequate funding to the Auditor’s office. With
this amendment, only the voters could approve
substantive changes to the authority and duties
of the Police Auditor and CRB.

I recognize that the community and police may
not like some of our decisions. But you can
expect fair and impartial analysis of
investigations and full justification of decisions.
My first officer involved shooting was in 1986,
my first Taser case 1987.
We intake all complaints against police
employees. We independently, impartially and
thoroughly monitor the investigation process;
identify ways to improve the complaint process;
provide recommendations to the police chief
and police commission on policies, training and
trends; and provide staffing and counsel to the
civilian review board on cases and policy issues.
Effective oversight needs to go beyond
condemning acts of individual officers by
identifying causes of the conduct and focus on

Eugene has an oversight systems based on the
parliamentary model of oversight in which a
professional and experienced police oversight
auditor is employed by the legislative branch,
the City Council. In many cities, oversight is
under the executive (City Manager) who also
supervises the police chief. Under the
“parliamentary model,” a greater separation of
powers occurs, which is healthy for the
oversight process. To enhance the system,
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ways to prevent acts from recurring. At times
officers are held responsible for problems that
should be the responsibility of police managers,
trainers and supervisors. While we must
carefully examine individual conduct, we must
also look beyond individual officers and
examine systemic and institutional dynamics
that reinforce or justify questionable conduct.

Officers, as subjects of an investigation, expect
to be believed because they are sworn officers,
their testimony is primary evidence in criminal
cases and most are respected by the
community at large. Officers under
investigation have potentially life changing
interest in outcomes. Subject officers may lose
their income, reputation, credibility, and
preferred assignments or promotions.
Officers make split second decisions based on
their training and confidence that the training
they receive will allow them to instinctively
react to difficult situations. An oversight system
may cause the officer to think more about the
consequences of their actions rather than
reacting based on training and experience.
However, investigations that are conducted
thoroughly and professionally can be helpful to
officers. Corrective action can include
mentoring, additional training or discussions of
best practices. Because of the high cost of
training, corrective rather than punitive action
can be beneficial to all involved. But, make no
mistake about it, willful and malicious acts of
misconduct will be dealt with swiftly. No police
service can gain the confidence of the
community when officers deliberately and
recklessly disregard the safety and well being of
people regardless of the alleged crime
committed.

The auditor serves multiple constituents
including the community, Mayor, City Council,
individual complainants, involved officers,
families, union, the department as an
institution, and attorneys. Each have significant
and differing interests in the adjudications of
the complaints and what action is taken.
Oversight of police complaint investigations
presents challenges requiring specialized
experience, knowledge, and skills. These
challenges are not found in other types of
investigations and often are more difficult than
other administrative, criminal and civil
investigations. Allegations of police misconduct
evoke emotions. Complainants feel a trust was
violated and/or expectations were not met by
the most visible face of government. They may
expect that the auditor will provide them relief
by getting criminal charges dismissed and/or
provide a conduit to bring civil action against
the City. Their interests may include being
heard, demanding punishment, questioning
policies, and at times, curiosity about daily
behavior of officers. They may have suffered
permanent injuries, loss of income or property
and may face confinement. Complainants can
feel victimized because police should treat
people with dignity and respect, act
professionally, protect us from predators and
threats and quickly assess situations.
Police managers can use the decisions and
recommendations of the auditor to administer
corrective action, identify trends and patterns,
revisit the training curriculum, and modify or
change policies and procedures that could deter
future misconduct.

For community members, expectations include
that oversight administers discipline and
address long‐standing resentments based on
past incidents. They may have differing and
unrealistic expectations of the powers of the
oversight office, especially in newer agencies.
Often there is the misunderstanding that the
Auditor or CRB can fire or discipline officers.
Only the hiring authority (City Manager) or
designee (the Chief) has the authority to
administer discipline. Some in the community
expect that once the oversight agency is
operating, there will be an end to “major”
incidents involving firearms, Tasers, or force. In
many jurisdictions, every time there is a new
“major” incident, there is an outcry to change
the structure because somehow it was
3

expected that the oversight agency could
prevent these incidents. Policing is an
unpredictable and changing dynamic. It is
unrealistic to expect that no more “major”
incidents will occur because of the existence of
oversight. What communities should expect is
when these incidents happen; thorough,
complete, timely and fair investigations will
occur and discussed with the community.

of the facts are gathered. Mediation is one way
to resolve the issue, but the caveats of this
process are obstacles.
Some complainants expect that the auditor’s
work will help them get a ticket or criminal
charges dismissed, property returned, or
provide evidence necessary to win a civil
lawsuit. The expectation that the auditor is an
adversary of the police provides false hope to
those who feel they were wronged.
Findings of within policy or insufficient evidence
can be contrary to what the complainant
perceived to be improper conduct. Some
accept these findings, some do not and
question the fairness, competence and
impartiality of the review process. As auditor, I
must keep the lines of communication open and
accept the criticism for an unpopular decision.
Complainants are not the only ones who may
not appreciate our work. Police are
paramilitary organizations that emphasize chain
of command and loyalty. Officers may be
suspicious because we are not law enforcement
and therefore unable to understand the rigors
and risks of police service. This can be
overcome by demonstrating impartiality and
not coming to conclusions until the
investigation is completed. Internal affairs
investigators, who are monitored by the
auditor, face different dilemmas. They
investigate colleagues yet must maintain
independence. Underlying suspicion exists that
investigators have abandoned their loyalty on
one hand, and the perception by citizens that
the internal investigator cannot possibly be
impartial because of the working relationships.
As auditor, I also make adjudication
recommendations to the Chief and the CRB.
This can be the most difficult part of the
process. Decision making is not easy. We
cannot come to conclusions hastily, but also not
fear making unpopular decisions. We know
that findings against officers may not be well
received and create resentment; that the
community may not understand or appreciate
the basis for decisions, particularly when the
community does not have access to the entire

We monitor, evaluate and make
recommendations on investigations that differ
structurally from criminal and civil cases. Our
role is inquisitorial, not adversarial, requiring a
broader perspective than just condemnation or
validation of the actions of officers; neither
being an advocate for the complainant or
officer. We review facts and the thoroughness
of the investigation with a standard of fairness,
independence, and objectivity.
Criminal and civil investigations take place
within an adversarial system where justice
emerges after two opposing sides convene and
present facts supporting their side. The system
assumes that a weakness in either side’s case is
highlighted by the other side. This method in a
civil or criminal investigation can limit the scope
because the adversarial sides are not required
to provide facts harmful to their own interests.
In contrast, complaint investigations should be
inquisitive. Investigators must gather all facts in
the case in an unbiased and objective matter;
working all angles and scrutinizing each piece of
evidence on its own merit, without deference
to one version over another. Complaints and
investigations against police officers are
different because police can, under justifiable
circumstances, take life, seize property, use
force and restrict freedoms. The OPA is
required to be impartial and neutral reviewers
of facts, policies and training. We cannot take
up the complainant’s or the employee’s
perspective and indignation like an advocate in
a civil or criminal proceeding. We assure the
complainant that the investigations are
conducted thoroughly and fairly while not
offering judgments about the complaint until all
4

investigative file or react based on nuggets of
information rather than all of the facts.

Duties and Responsibilities of the
Office of the Police Auditor Per
Ordinance 2.454

The findings and recommendations of the
oversight agency can leave one or both parties
unsatisfied. Because we are impartial and
independent, rarely is there a defined
community that unconditionally supports and
promotes oversight agencies. There is little
recognition for the quality work that occurs
outside of the media. Harsh criticism stated in
public can impact the reputation of the agency,
and generate calls for change. Mayor Piercy
accurately pointed out that the auditor’s office
is like an island, isolated with recognition that
rarely if ever will all parties be satisfied with
outcomes. What does occur and is rarely
reported are shifts in training, and discussions
that cause behavioral change and define clear
expectations of officers.

Listed are the duties and responsibilities of the
office and where we are in terms of
implementation:
1) The police auditor is the administrative head
of the auditor's office and shall:
(a) Oversee the operations of the auditor's
office, establish program priorities and
objectives, and manage the implementation
and evaluation of work programs: Ongoing
(b) Develop and maintain operating procedures
for the auditor's office, including protocols for
handling complaints and monitoring
investigations: Established.
(c) Establish standards of professional conduct
and provide necessary training for staff in the
auditor's office: Implemented and ongoing.
(d) Act as liaison and provide staff support to
the civilian review board: Implemented and
ongoing.

More controversial events will occur. We take
seriously our responsibility to oversee
investigations of events. The oversight process
in Eugene is well structured, fair, objective and
unbiased; as it should be. We are vigilant in our
role to bring the community closer together on
issues of police services.

In collaboration with the civilian review board,
the police auditor shall:
1. Establish and maintain policies, procedures
and operating principles for the civilian review
board's functions: Implementation in 2010.
2. Conduct education and outreach activities to
inform the community about the process for
filing complaints and commendations about
police employees, and develop and disseminate
information and forms regarding the police
complaint handling and review system:
Implemented and ongoing.
(e) Receive and process complaints concerning
police employees, monitor the complaint
investigation and review process and review a
selection of service complaints: Implemented
and ongoing.
(f) Perform a quality assurance function with
the goal of identifying systemic changes that
will improve police services to the
community. ‐these activities include:

Finally, we regret the delay in getting this report
out. Previously, the OPA did not have statistical
templates to evaluate the complaints received,
actions, taken, nor was there a standardized
data base for service complaints beyond the
police department IAPro program. While we
found great value in the IAPro program, we
needed to “mine” the data in a manner
consistent with what I believe to be centered
more on complaint tracking from a civilian
oversight perspective. In fact, the attached
tables provide some degree of information on
every complaint filed. We hope this level of
transparency will give all readers a more
complete picture of the activities of the OPA
and the complaint process.
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1. Analyzing complaint trends and
recommending changes to police policy,
practices and training;
2. Reviewing risk and tort claims and developing
recommendations to reduce risk and liability;
3. Reviewing and reporting trends in completed
police employee disciplinary decisions.
Implemented and ongoing.
(g) Provide status reports to the civilian review
board and city council and provide
recommendations relevant to police policies
and practices to the police commission.
Implemented and ongoing.
(h) Develop and present to the civilian review
board and city council annual public reports
describing the activities of the auditor's
office, its findings and recommendations, the
police department's response to its
recommendations, and any other information
pertinent to assessing the performance of the
auditor's office. Implemented.
(i) Provide the city council with any other
reports deemed necessary or requested by the
city council. All public reports shall strive to
protect the privacy of all individuals and shall
not contain the names of parties to a complaint
(employees, complainants and/or
witnesses) not previously disclosed.
Implemented.
0) Determine whether applicants for the civilian
review board meet the requisite qualifications
in section 2.242(1)(a)1. And 2.242(1)(d).
Completed.
(2) The police auditor shall receive timely
notification of critical incidents to
enable him/her, or a qualified designee, to
report to the scene of critical incidents. ‐The
police auditor and chief of police shall develop
necessary protocols for summoning the police
auditor to the incident for purposes of first‐
hand observation. Completed.
(3) The police auditor shall participate in use of
force review boards. Completed.
(4) All case adjudication and employee
discipline decisions shall be made
by the chief of police. The police auditor may
develop adjudication recommendations, but is
not authorized to recommend the level of

discipline for police employees. Implemented
and Ongoing.

Community Outreach
Since its inception, the OPA has emphasized
establishing relationships and providing
educational outreach to the Eugene
community. The OPA attends meetings of the
Human Rights Commission and the Police
Commission. This will remain a primary and
ongoing commitment. In addition, the OPA has
established relationships with other
jurisdictions and educational institutions to
raise awareness of police accountability and the
value of external oversight. The OPA has
continued to devote time to participate at
community discussions, seminars,
neighborhood association meetings,
professional organizations and media
interviews. One of the goals for 2010 is to
enhance the appearance and information
provided on our website. The website currently
accepts complaints and commendations.

Relationship with the Eugene Police
Department
Effective external oversight of the EPD includes
having a mutually respectful and independent
relationship with the EPD. Regular meetings
occur with the staff of the EPD. While training
presentations have been limited, these
opportunities allow open and candid dialogue
about best practices in policing and police
auditing. The OPA is consulted by police
managers on important issues in the
community.
The EPD staff regularly consult with the
auditor’s office on issues of best practices and
potential for complaints in such topics as
downtown patrols near the library and LTD
terminal, use of force topics and other key
policy issues.
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This created a fragmented interview process,
cost more time, and otherwise interrupted the
flow of the interview. The district attorney,
auditor, union president, chief of police, and
the City’s law director met and worked out an
agreement in which the auditor would write
down questions during the interview for the
internal affairs investigator to ask.

Council Supervision
On at least a monthly basis the Auditor meets
with the Council President and Vice President,
respectively, as well as the Mayor. The
meetings with the Council President and Vice
President include the supervision of the
Auditor, significant issues that Council should
be aware of, budgetary issues and any other
items that may be of interest to Council.

Critical Incidents
In addition to receiving complaints, the OPA
receives timely notification of critical incidents
to enable her/him to report to the scene of
critical incidents. The Auditor also participates
in use of force review boards – force that
involves shots fired or other force which causes
serious physical injury. The Auditor responded
to the scene of one shots fired incident and was
on two use of force review boards, the above
mentioned shots fired case and a K‐9 use which
resulted in injuries to a resident.

Recommendations to the EPD
The OPA continues to make recommendations
to the EPD regarding adjudication
recommendations, policies and procedures,
training and improvement in customer service
skills based on complaints, critical incidents,
service related issues and complaint
investigations. In concert with discussions with
the Chief and senior managers, the training
curriculum now includes 40 hours of Crisis
Intervention Training(CIT) for all personnel,
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) training,
use of force training, verbal skills building and
search and seizure issues. In addition, outside
counsel is under contract to provide up to date
and timely training on legislative changes, legal
issues and court cases.

2009 Complaint
Statistics/Comparisons
The OPA database tracks statistical information
on complainants, officers and complaints
received. This information includes details of
when and where the incident occurred, what
action the officer was involved in when the
incident occurred, what type of alleged conduct
and disposition of allegations. The OPA also
receives reports of risk claims, weapon
discharges (injured animal for example), vehicle
accidents and pursuits. The sample size in some
areas remains limited, and therefore,
conclusions based purely on this data are
sometimes difficult. However, they do provide
valuable information for discussions about
conduct, policies and training.

Resolution of Issue Regarding
Auditor’s Involvement in Employee
Interviews
One of the more controversial issues that
existed when I came on as auditor was the
auditor’s participation in administrative
employee interviews. Concerns were raised
that if the auditor asked direct questions, the
employees, usually officers, would lose their
right to 5th amendment protections of self‐
incrimination in required employment related
administrative interviews. At the conclusion of
the internal affairs interview with the auditor
present, the investigator and auditor would
leave the room to discuss additional questions.

OPA Future Initiatives
•
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More use of mediation as a complaint
resolution process.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

After complaint intake and classification of the
complaint, those that are classified as service
complaints are investigated by the involved
officer(s) immediate supervisor who generates
a report. The report moves up through the
chain of command. A copy of the report is sent
to the OPA for review and determination of
completeness and thoroughness.

Continue to develop strategies for
educating the community about the
responsibilities of the OPA, OPA
operations and EPD practices.
Work with EPD to improve our
monitoring and investigation planning
methodology.
Benchmarking investigative outcomes
with like organizations.
Developing and implementing an
investigations performance
measurement framework.
Perfecting the data collection and
report generation statistical tracking
system.
Enhance training for CRB members.
Communicate outcomes more
effectively.

Policy complaints are allegations which identify
an involved officer but the officer was likely
following established EPD operational
procedures and/or training. An example of a
policy complaint is a vehicle pursuit through a
particular area. Once the Auditor has classified
a complaint as a policy complaint, a supervisor
is assigned to identify the policy involved,
whether the policy was applied appropriately,
and whether the policy could be revised. Again,
the report of the supervisor moves up the chain
of command. A copy of the report is sent to the
OPA for review and determination of
completeness and thoroughness.

Budget (FY2009‐2010)
We project to return approximately 8% of our
total budget to the City as cost savings for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2010. Our total
budget is $386,234.00. Personnel costs account
for $285,000.00.

Complaints may also be informally resolved
through mediation. It is a voluntary
opportunity for officers to enhance their
customer service skills and for members of the
public to develop understanding of police
procedures and operations. During intake the
OPA asks the complainant is they are interested
in mediation. If so, a note is made in the data
base and the involved officer is contacted.
Mediation requires the approval of the auditor,
the police chief, the involved officer and the
complainant.

Audited Cases
The OPA audits all complaint investigations,
including service complaints. The Auditor’s
Office intakes each complaint, whether directly
from the complainant or referred by another
agency including the police. The OPA classifies
each complaint. Allegations of misconduct are
investigated by Internal Affairs. The Internal
Affairs investigations are closely monitored by
the OPA including attendance and participation
in interviews, reviews of in‐car video and other
evidence, and weekly progress reports with
senior management. The Auditor then reviews
the file for thoroughness and completeness,
meets with the officer(s)’ supervisor and chain
of command, and provides an adjudication
recommendation to the Police Chief.

The OPA has had a significant impact on the
course and outcomes of investigations. An
external assessment of these processes
broadens the understandings police have with
regard to citizen complaints and the important
issues that arise from these complaints.
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Commendations

Legislative Changes

The Auditor’s Office and EPD intake
commendations. In 2009, 471 commendations
were received compared to 378 in 2008 or an
increase of 20%.

In August 2009 the City Council amended
Section 2.450, 2.452, 2.454 and 2.456 of the
Eugene Code to reflect recommendations made
to the Code as recommended by the Police
Auditor Ordinance Review Committee (PAORC).
Key changes in the Code include:

Civilian Review Board (CRB)

a) that the city manager shall include sufficient
funds in the auditor’s budget to contract for
external investigations;
b) the auditor shall have complete, unrestricted
and direct access to the internal affairs area
during office hours;
c) the auditor shall review a selection of service
complaints;
d) if the auditor receives an allegation against
the chief of police, the auditor will forward a
copy of the allegation to the city manager. The
city manager shall notify the council, investigate
the allegation and keep the auditor informed of
the progress of the investigation. Upon
completion of the investigation but prior to the
finalization of the investigative report, the city
manager shall provide the auditor with a draft
copy of the report. The auditor shall review the
draft report and provide comments about the
draft to the city manager within seven days of
receiving the draft. The manager shall consider
any comments received from the auditor and
finalize a report within seven days. Once the
city manager issues a decision on the allegation,
the manager shall inform the council of the
manager’s decision related to the allegation;
e) the auditor has exclusive authority to
classify, route and reclassify complaints. The
auditor may reclassify a complaint if, upon
further investigation and receipt of additional
information that was not available at the time
of intake, but before completion of the
investigation, the auditor finds reclassification is
warranted;
f) administrative investigations of complaints
shall not commence until the auditor has
received, classified and routed the complaint. It
shall not preclude preliminary investigations by

The Auditor’s Office is responsible for staffing
the CRB and the CRB oversees the work of the
Auditor’s Office. The CRB issues its own annual
report. There are many new members on the
CRB. In 2009 the City Council added two
members to the five member complement of
members. All CRB members, except the current
Chair, Kate Wilkinson, joined the CRB in 2009.
The CRB is an all volunteer board.

Community Impact Case
The CRB reviewed its first community impact
case which resulted in the arrest of a young
man who was part of a group at Broadway Plaza
objecting to the use of pesticides. The
investigation was significantly delayed because
of the length and time for the case to be heard
in a criminal court. Once the case was heard,
over a year after the incident, the CRB’s review
of the case was covered extensively and
attended by approximately 70 members of the
community. The police chief, auditor and a
majority of the CRB determined that the force
used and the initial arrest were within policy.
However, there was concern expressed about
the initial approach to the individual and the
use of Tasers in crowd areas. The CRB came
away with a better sense of how to organize a
community impact case hearing. I also believe
that this case provided additional incentive for
the EPD to improve its ability to communicate
effectively prior to an escalation of an
encounter in which force is used.
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the auditor’s office or a police supervisor’s
attempt to address a service complaint;
g) if the chief of police determines that all or
part of an administrative investigation should
be postponed in order to avoid jeopardizing a
criminal investigation or prosecution, the chief
of police shall request the auditor’s agreement
on postponement. If the auditor and chief of
police are unable to agree on the
postponement, then they shall present in
writing their respective positions to the
municipal court judge, who shall then decide
whether all or part of the administrative
investigation will be postponed; h) except as
specified by federal or state law, the auditor
shall have complete access to all investigative
materials and the auditor will not withhold the
identity of any individual giving rise to a
complaint. When legally required or requested
by the chief of police, the auditor shall keep
confidential the name of any individual involved
in a complaint and other information leading to
the name of the individual.

2009 total police calls for service (where police
responded including officer initiated): 98,796
2009 total custody arrests and misdemeanor
citations including DUII arrests: 16,358
2009 custody arrests and misdemeanor
citations including DUII arrests per capita
arrests (based on estimated population of
150,000): 0.109
Total complaints and critical incidents based
on custody arrests and misdemeanor citations
including DUII arrests:
2009: 311 complaints and critical incidents (19
per 1,000 custody arrests and misdemeanor
citations including DUII arrests)
2008: 308 complaints and critical incidents (19
per 1,000 custody arrests and misdemeanor
citations including DUII arrests)
Allegations of misconduct are down 15%:
2009: 53 (0.3 per 1,000 custody arrests and
misdemeanor citations including DUII arrests)
2008: 62 (0.4 per 1,000 custody arrests and
misdemeanor citations including DUII arrests)

Each of these changes have been implemented
effectively and seamlessly. In particular, the
auditor classifies or reclassifies all complaints,
has complete access to internal affairs and
records, meets with the chief on rare occasions
where there is a discussion about
postponement, and otherwise effectively
implemented the legislative changes. One
complaint was postponed involving a search of
a personal property because the primary basis
for the complaint was whether the evidence
seized should have been suppressed. After the
motion to suppress was granted, the
administrative investigation commenced,
leading to a sustained adjudication of the
allegation.

Allegations of criminal conduct are down 67%:
2009: 1
2008: 3
2009 Taser discharges (EPD stat): 24 (0.15 per
1,000 custody arrests and misdemeanor
citations including DUII arrests)
2009 physical control reports without Taser use
(EPD stat): 70 (0.43 per 1,000 custody arrests
and misdemeanor citations including DUII
arrests)
Use of force complaints (some included with
other allegations ‐ does not include complaints
dismissed for timeliness or out of jurisdiction):
2009: 23 (0.16 per 1,000 custody arrests and
misdemeanor citations including DUII arrests or
12.5 complaints per 100 officers)

Complaint Trends*
*(At times complaint numbers may not match up exactly,
particularly in cases where the date of the incident
occurred in a year prior to the deposition: i.e.: complaint
filed in December but adjudicated in February.)
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2009: 29
• Paid: 8 totaling $2,245.73
• Dropped: 4
• Denied: 11
• Pending: 6

2008: 23 (0.16 per 1,000 custody arrests and
misdemeanor citations including DUII arrests or
12.5 per 100 officers)
The latest study from the U.S. Department of
Justice published in June 2006 from data
collected in 2002 indicates that departments
with a civilian complaint review board have 11.9
use of force complaints per 100 officers).

Total Uniformed Traffic Citations are up 20%:
2009: 18,299
2008: 15,282

Service complaints are down 3%:
2009: 201
2008: 208

2009 Service Complaints, Policy
Complaints and Auditor Inquiries
(Report Attached)

Inquiries (auditor initiated initial classification
to gather additional facts before making a
classification decision) are up 60%:
2009: 32
2008: 20

Service complaints are defined by City
Ordinance as: “A complaint about police
employee performance or demeanor, customer
service and/or level of police service.”

Policy complaints are up 47%:
2009: 22
2008: 15

2009: 255
• 51% involve service level such as an
officer making a decision to not file a
report; response time to an incident;
callers being advised that there is no
officer available to respond and/or the
crime reported did not rise to the level
in which an officer would respond. At
times, may include some dissatisfaction
with the customer service skills of the
employee.
• 14% are generated from traffic stops.
Either the complainant is unhappy
about receiving a citation and/or did
not like the demeanor of the officer
and/or felt as if others were also
violating traffic laws but not stopped
(.2% of all traffic citations issued).
• 11% involved how officers drive;
including, but not limited to higher
speed pursuits with or without
emergency lights and sirens.
• 6% involved a peripheral issue to an
arrest, including but not limited to
mishandling of property, officer
demeanor, whether another person in a

The above data to some degree is based on the
decision of the Auditor to classify a case in a
particular manner. The data below captures
data independent from an the Auditor’s
classification, but also positively reflects a
reduction in other related incidents:
Risk claims are down 17%:
2009: 29
2008: 35
Vehicle accidents are down 39%:
2009: 28
2008: 46
Vehicle pursuits are down 15%:
2009: 23
2008: 27

Other Statistical Details
2009 Risk claims:
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confrontation should have been
arrested.

auditor’s office, but consideration should be
given to having a centralized sergeant (in an
ombudsman like role) contact the
complainant and attempt to resolve these
types of issues in a quicker and more
customer service friendly manner. This
approach is consistent with the auditor
charter and city code.

Rather than just evaluating a selection of
service complaints, the OPA evaluates all
service complaints to ensure that
supervisors are providing good customer
service. It is the foundation for ensuring
that service complaints are taken seriously
and that it is a tool used by supervisors to
evaluate performance.

2009 Allegations of Misconduct
(Report Attached)

Most discourtesy complaints, unless linked
with a more serious allegation, are handled
as service complaints. The expectation is
that there should never be a finding of
sustained for discourtesy by a police officer.
Regardless of the language used toward an
officer (absent verbal threats that a person
is capable of carrying out) officers and other
EPD employees need to maintain the
highest level of poise and professionalism,
even when dealing with an upset or angry
person. The use of audio and In‐Car Video
is of tremendous assistance in determining
if officers are speaking to someone in a
professional manner. Likewise, it can also
be used to validate the officer(s)’ version of
the incident. The OPA regularly emphasizes
the value of the ICV.

Allegations of misconduct are not precisely
defined. In the ordinance and collectively
bargained protocols, the following language is
indicated: “…Complaints of serious misconduct
including, for example, excessive force that
causes substantial physical injury, egregious act
of disparate treatment, or major rules
violations….” This is in the section about time
frames for filing complaints. The statistical
tracking system defines misconduct as:
“conduct, constitutional rights, courtesy,
discrimination, performance, use of force.”
2009 allegation investigations have included
allegations of:
• Use of excessive force
• Illegal search and seizure
• Unlawful arrest
• Discrimination/profiling
• Performance
• Conduct unbecoming
• Improper use of the Taser
• Discourtesy
• Judgment
• Unsatisfactory performance
• Improper use of confidential
information

One of the limitations of the current service
complaint process is the amount of time it
takes: for the complaint to be processed;
for the supervisor to contact the
complainant; for the supervisor to write a
report; for the report to be reviewed by a
higher level supervisor; and for the report
to be reviewed by the auditor. Because
each complaint must have intake by the
auditor and the involved officer’s supervisor
investigates the complaint, even more
simple customer service issues have
untimely delays in resolution. An example
is someone complaining because there is
vandalism in their neighborhood but they
never see officers on patrol. These types of
complaints should still have intake at the

Adjudications may include the following:
• Sustained: The complainant's
allegation(s) was determined to be a
violation of Eugene Police Department
policies, rules and/or procedures and,
the employee(s) involved committed
the violation(s) as alleged.
12

•

•

•

•

•

July 1, 2009 – December 30,2009: 25/2 or
8%. 23 complaints were carried through as
allegations.

Insufficient Evidence: The chain of
command was unable to determine
whether or not a violation of Eugene
Police Department policies, rules,
and/or procedures occurred.
Unfounded: The claim is
unsubstantiated. It was determined
that the employee(s) involved did not
engage in the behavior as alleged by the
complainant.
Within Policy: It was determined that
the behavior of the employee(s)
involved did occur but was consistent
with Eugene Police policies, rules,
practices and/or procedures.
Mediated: During the process of an
investigation it was determined that the
case would likely be more successfully
resolved through mediation; all parties
agreed to mediate the complaint and
the mediation process was completed.
Administratively Closed: The
investigation is closed prior to reaching
a conclusion. For instance; the
complainant does not provide the
information needed or refuses to
cooperate with the investigation. The
investigation may be re‐activated upon
the discovery of new, substantive
information or evidence.

The reduction for the number of dismissed
cases for the second half of 2009 seems to
be indicative of more detailed screening of
complaints at the intake process. If it is
clear that the complaint is about another
jurisdiction, the complainant is referred to
the appropriate agency prior to the
implementation of an administrative
complaint processing function.
Allegation Adjudications and
Recommendations: An important element
in the operations of the auditor’s office is
making recommendations to the police
chief on adjudication decisions – decisions
as to whether officers or employees
violated police policies and procedures.
These recommendations are made after
consultation with the chain of command.
The final adjudication decision rests with
the chief. Beyond the initial elements of a
complaint presented by a complainant, for
an effective oversight system, additional
policy issues should be identified by the
auditor at the intake process, during the
course of the investigation by internal
affairs, and prior to the final decision of the
chief. In addition, internal affairs and the
chain of command must also recognize
during the process any operational or
procedure issues that may come to light
during the investigative process and prior to
the final decision of the chief. The second
half of 2009 revealed a significant
expansion in the number of adjudication
decisions as a result of internal affairs
investigations. For the first half of 2009:

A review of the 2009 allegations
encompasses 53 cases, involving 245
adjudication decisions by the EPD chain of
command, the Chief and recommended
adjudication decisions by the auditor.
Of those 53, 18 were dismissed for reasons
such as other jurisdiction, alternative
remedy (a criminal court for example), or
lack of evidence that an incident even
occurred.

•

Allegations/Dismissed Cases:
January 1, 2009 – June 30, 2009: 28/16 or
58%. Thus, 12 complaints were carried
through as allegations.
13

Cases (1/1/09‐6/30/09): 28
(additional allegations can be added
so the numbers in each category
may not be equal.)

In total, between the chain of
command and auditor
recommendations, and the chief’s
final adjudication decisions, 44
decisions were made on 12
investigated cases, or slightly less
than 4 per investigated cases.

investigated cases, or slightly less
than 9 per investigated cases.
o

o
Investigated Cases: 12
totally 14 allegation
decisions (chief makes final
decisions).
o 13 chain of command
adjudication decisions for
12 cases: 9 unfounded, 4
within policy.
o 14 auditor recommended
adjudication decisions for
12 cases: 7 sustained (50%),
3 unfounded, 2 within
policy, 2 insufficient
evidence.
o Chief’s final adjudication
decisions for 12 cases: 1
sustained (8%), 10
unfounded, 2 within policy.
o Dismissed Cases: 16 (Not
investigated).
In addition, EPD generated 3
internal cases totally 10 allegations
in which the chief sustained 7 of the
allegations (chain of command 6).
o

•

o

o

o

Investigated Cases: 23
totally 201 allegation
decisions (chief makes final
decisions).
66 chain of command
adjudication decisions for
23 cases: 20 unfounded, 36
within policy, 8 sustained
(12%), 2 insufficient
evidence.
67 auditor recommended
adjudication decisions for
23 cases: 12 sustained
(18%), 20 unfounded, 30
within policy, 4 insufficient
evidence.
68 chief’s final adjudication
decisions for 23 cases: 9
sustained (13%), 21
unfounded, 37 within
policy, 1 insufficient
evidence.
Dismissed Cases: 2

In addition, EPD generated 2
internal cases totally 5 allegations in
which the chief and the chain of
command sustained all five
allegations.

2009 Allegations of Misconduct‐Use
of Force (includes use of force review boards)

Cases (7/1/09‐12/31/09): 25
(additional allegations can be added
so the allegation numbers will
exceed the number of actual cases
and any of the three groups –
auditor, chief and chain of
command may make decisions that
the other group may not have
responded.)

1/1/09 – 6/30/09
During this time period there were 4 use of
force cases initiated by complaints at the
auditor’s office and investigated by internal
affairs. In each case the primary force “tool”
was hands. In 3 of the cases, the chain of
command, auditor and chief found the officer(s)
acted within policy; the other case was
adjudicated as unfounded.

In total, between the chain of
command and auditor
recommendations, and the chief’s
final adjudication decisions, 201
decisions were made on 23
14

7/1/09‐12/31/09
During this time period there were 15 use of
force cases initiated by either the auditor’s
office, a use of force review board or citizen
complaints and investigated by internal affairs.
In 9 cases the primary force tool was hands; in 4
cases the primary tool was a Taser; in one case
a gun; and in one case a police dog. In the 4
Taser cases, the chain of command and the
chief found all to be within policy, the auditor
recommended a sustained adjudication in one
case. In the 9 “hands” cases, all adjudications
were either within policy or unfounded. In the
police dog case, the auditor recommended a
sustained finding and the chief’s final
adjudication was sustained. Use of force
sustained rate: chain of command – 0%; auditor
– 13%; chief – 7%.

We wish to also thank the outstanding
volunteers for the civilian review board, past
and present; current and former staff of the
auditor’s office, the police commission and the
human rights commission. We truly appreciate
the outstanding support provided by the
Central Services Department for finances,
information technology, budgets, human
resources, payroll and other core functions.
The City Manager’s office, the City Attorney and
the Eugene Police Department have all been
helpful in assisting the auditor’s office
accomplish its core functions and goals. Finally,
we wish to thank the Mayor and City Councilors
for having patience and taking the time and
energy to be effectively involved in the
evolution of the oversight process in Eugene.

Conclusion
We’re hopeful that 2009 has brought some
degree of stabilization to the oversight process
in Eugene. With a new auditor in place with
many years of professional experience in the
field of civilian oversight of police; Chief Kerns
permanent appointment as Chief; an engaged,
thoughtful and vibrant Mayor and City Council;
stability at the City Manager position; and
continued growth in community knowledge
about the process; the oversight system will
move from its early years to a time of progress
and maturation. There is always room for
improvement in any organization including the
auditor’s office and the police department.
Improvements in customer service and training
issues remain at the forefront of improving
community trust and reliance in the police
department as a first responder and protector
of our safety. Community and governmental
input and cooperation remains important in
these efforts as well. Continued dialogue to
identify, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and challenges to policing, crime issues and
oversight can only enhance the system.
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•

investigative work required to do a
complete and thorough investigation.
Review by CRB: If the CRB reviewed the
case.

Column 4 – Summary of complainant’s
allegation:
• This a brief summary of the allegation
as paraphrased by the auditor’s office.
It is not determinative of the facts or
lack of facts within the summary.

Key to wording, abbreviations and
elements of the Allegations of
Misconduct Statistical Table.
(Some elements of the table are incomplete if
court records were not available, cases were
still pending or other issues in gathering the
information.)

Column 5‐7: Demographic information if given.
Column 8 – Status: As determined, if possible by
the statement of the complainant and defined
in the federal government definition of status.

Column 1, 2 and 3:
• Incident date is intentionally blank.
• Intake: Date the complaint was filed.
• IA Report: Date and number of days for
internal affairs to complete their report.
• Adjudication: Date and number of days
for the case to be assigned to a
supervisor to review the internal affairs
report, meet with the auditor, write an
adjudication, submit the adjudication to
the chain of command, auditor to meet
with a captain (usually the patrol
captain) to ensure all of the issues are
covered, then the case is adjudicated by
the Chief. At any point in time the case
can be sent back to internal affairs for
further investigation.
• QC (Quality Control): This number is the
amount of time from intake until
adjudication. This number is important
to the auditor to ensure timeliness of
investigations. 90 days is a good
measure on a case requiring a
moderate volume of work during the
investigation process. Several factors
also impact QC: 1) whether a case is
held up in court; 2) whether
adjudicating supervisors are on leave
and/or 3) whether there is significant
discussion of the outcomes among the
auditor and the chain of command; 4)
whether there is a significant amount of

Column 9: Whether the person was arrested.
Columns 10 and 11: We attempted to find the
court records of the cases if a person was
charged. We were not always successful with
the various data bases.
Column 12: EPD applicable policy and
procedure manual citation number(s) and the
allegation(s).
Column 13: EPD COC: Adjudication
recommendation(s) of the Eugene Police
Department chain of command.
• U or UF: Unfounded
• S: Sustained
• IE: Insufficient Evidence
• WP: Within Policy
Column 14: Auditor’s adjudication
recommendation.
Column 15: Police chief’s adjudication.
Column 16: Civilian Review Board CRB
recommended adjudication (if applicable). At
times, the CRB reviewed cases but did not vote
on adjudication decisions.
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2009 ALLEGATIONS OF MISCONDUCT
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

1/5/09

IA Report

4/10/09

95

Adjudication

5/27/09

47

Closed

6/22/09

73

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainant alleged he was handing out leaflets on W
the public sidewalk in front of a church, in protest
against the pastor, when he was arrested by EPD
officers. A former EPD officer assisted in the arrest
by allegedly pushing the subject to the hood of the
patrol car.

Sex
M

Age

Status

38 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Disorderly

Disposition
Not Guilty

EPD
COC

Allegations
1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights

UF

1101.1.B.7
Judgment

OPA

Chief

S

UF

S

S

CRB
NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed 6/19/09

Disposition

QC
Date

142
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

1/5/09

IA Report
Adjudication
Closed

1/6/09

1
1

Review by CRB

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainant alleged EPD officers acted improperly W
when they required her to accept transportation
home with a person she did not trust and who she
claimed had stolen her wallet. She filed a risk claim
against the city based on the identical
circumstances. The IA investigation was dismissed
as all of her issues would be covered in the civil
litigation.

Sex
F

Age

Status

48

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

Disposition
Di
iti

Allegati
All
tions

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Chi f
Chief

CRB

NA

Risk Claim Filed 12/8/08

Disposition

QC

N/A
Date

No. of
Days
D

Incident Date
Intake

1/9/09

IA Report

2/12/09

34

Adjudication

2/27/09

15

Closed

3/3/09

Dismissed--Alternate Remedy
Allllegati
Summary of Complainant's A
tion
Complainant, a individual, alleged an EPD officer
attempted to "bait" him by making insulting
comments. The officer arrested RP for Trespass.
The RP further alleged the officer attempted to
choke him at the jail.

R
Race
W

Sex
S
M

Age

Stat
St tus

53 Homeless

A
Arrest
t
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subje
bj ct
Trespass

FTA

OPA

901.1 Use of Force U

U

U

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

U

U

U

4
53

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

49
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/22/09

IA Report

6/11/09

109

Adjudication

6/17/09

6

Closed

6/22/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Internal: An EPD officer complained another officer Internal Complaint
was creating a hostile work environment; the officer
against whom he complained levied the same
allegations.

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NA

Disposition
NA

120
Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.9
Unsatisfactory
Performance

U

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

WP

1101.1.B.9
Unsatisfactory
Performance

IE

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

S

CRB

Disposition

QC
Date

115
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/2/09

IA Report

2/17/09

15

6/10/09

113

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
The Reporting Party expressed concern that an
EPD employee may have accessed RP's
confidential information in the LEDS data base. No
employee could be identified.

Race
W

Sex
M

Age

Status

34

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

Allegations
Misuse of
confidential
information

NA

EPD
COC
NA

OPA
NA

Chief

CRB

NA

Adjudication
Closed

128
Review by CRB

Dismissed, no employee identified.

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

2/6/09

IA Report

6/8/09

Adjudication

6/10/09

Race

Complainant alleged officers used excessive force B
when they shoved her onto the bed and grabbed her
hair; and they would not allow her to get her coat or
shoes. The matter was closed pending the
resolution of the criminal proceedings against RP.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Sex
W

Age

Status

Arrest

50 Mental Disorder YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Disorderly Conduct

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

901.1 Use of Force
Hands
901.1 Use of Force
Hands
901.1 Use of Force
Hands

Closed

6/10/09

0

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

N/A

Suspended Pending Criminal Proceedings--Chief
Declined to Reopen
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/5/09

IA Report

5/11/09

Adjudication

6/24/09

95
44

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged was walking home after
work when officers detained him without a reason,
but instead based on race. He further alleged that B
when he questioned why he had been stopped and
threatened to sue, one of the officers said, "Now we
have to arrest him for something." He further
alleged that after the incident one of the officers
spoke to one of RP's friends and talked about the
arrest.

Sex

M

Age

Status

53

Arrest

YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Pedestrian in a road
way
Guilty

1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights, Bias

Interference w/police Guilty

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights, Unlawful
Arrest

Closed
Review by CRB 8/17/09

EPD
COC

Allegations

U
U

U

OPA

Chief

CRB

S

U

WP
IE

4
2

S

U

S

1

WP

4

IE

1

S

1

WP

5

S

U

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

149
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/6/09

IA Report

2/26/09

20

Adjudication

4/3/09

36

Closed

4/11/09

8

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
Auditor contacted complainant who has a mobility
disability, he alleged an EPD officer stated his
handmade motorized scooter was identified by
event organizers as a safety issue and refused to
allow RP access to the facility with the device.

Race
W

Sex
M

Age

Status

55 Physical
Disability

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights,
Discrimination
Disability

NA

EPD
COC

Allegations
U

OPA
S

Chief

CRB

U

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed 6/15/09

Disposition

QC

56
D t
Date

Days
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/24/09

IA Report

3/23/09

27

Adjudication

4/3/09

11

Closed

5/3/09

30

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
Allegation

Race
Race

Complainant alleged that when he was arrested for
Trespass EPD officers took his camera and bicycle W
and told him he would have to prove ownership
before the items would be returned. His father
alleged the officers were discourteous and accused
him of using meth because he was sweaty from
exercise.

Sexx
Se
M

Age
43

Status
Status

Arrest
YES

g
Against
Agai
nst Subject
Subject
Trespass

Disposition
Disposition
Not Guilty

Allegations
Allegations
1101.B.6
Constitutional
Rights--Seizure

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

WP

S

WP

NA

U

IE

U

NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

38
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

An EPD officer alleged the chief of police made a
false statement during a formal arbitration hearing.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

2/25/09

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NO

Allegations
1101.1.B.29
Truthfulness

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Dismissed: Outside Jurisdiction

IA Report
Adjudication
Closed

2/25/09

Review by CRB

Dismissed: Outside Jurisdiction

Risk Claim Filed

Forwarded to City Manager

Disposition

QC

N/A

Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

3/10/09

0

IA Report

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainant alleged an EPD officer came to his
W
home at 2:00 AM to give him a traffic ticket for
following too closely on the previous day. RP stated
the officer was belligerent. On further investigation,
the officer was a Lane County deputy.

Sex
M

Age

Status

26

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

NO

CRB
NA

Adjudication
Closed
Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Dismissed Outside Jurisdiction.

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

3/16/09

IA Report

5/29/09

74

Adjudication

6/29/09

31

Closed

7/1/09

2

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainant alleged that as he was protesting
outside a bank and passing out leaflets. He was
W
arrested and charged with the offense of
intercepting communication; RP further alleged
excessive force was used against him when he was
arrested.

Sex

M

Age

27

Status

Arrest

YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Resisting Arrest

Disposition

Dismissed

Unlawful Interception Dismissed
of Communication

Allegations
1101.1.B.6
1101
.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights-Speech

EPD
COC
WP

901.1 Use of Force WP
(hands)

OPA

Chief

IE

WP

WP

WP

CRB
NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

105
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

2/20/09

IA Report

3/31/09

39

Adjudication

5/18/09

48

Closed

7/1/09

44

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
Internal Complaint: An allegation was made that a
non-sworn employee took pain medication that
affected her ability to perform her assigned duties
and that the employee did not report her need to
take the medication to her supervisor.

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Internal Complaint

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NA

Disposition
NA

Review by CRB

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.27 Use of S
Intoxicants &
Medications

S

1101.1.B17
Judgment

S

S

Prohibited conduct

S

S

CRB

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

87
No. of
Days

The complainant alleged an EPD officer was seen
smoking marijuana with her ex-husband.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

3/23/09

IA Report

5/4/09

42

Adjudication

5/14/09

10

Closed

5/18/09

4

Race
W

Sex
F

Age

Status

54 RP

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NA

EPD
COC

Allegations
1101.1.B.5
Conformance to
Laws

U

OPA
U

Chief
U

CRB
NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

52
No. of
Days

Race

The complainant alleged that when officers came to W
one of the
the
his home to in
investigate
noise complaint
complaint, one
his
estigate a noise
officers unhooked a speaker and removed it from
the residence.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

3/26/09

IA Report

Sex
M

Age
42 RP

Status

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Noise

Adjudication
Closed

4/6/09

11

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed 4/6/09

Disposition

QC

Dismissed Alternate Remedy: Risk Claim, settled.

4/7/09
N/A

This was settled and the city admitted liability, but there is no record of a finding about the officers
conduct, or outcome
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

4/3/09

IA Report

4/6/09

Adjudication
Closed

3

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged a man who self-identified
W
as an EPD officer had called and threatened RP
after having purchased a faulty cell phone from him.
Initial investigation revealed the caller was not an
EPD officer.

Sex
M

Age

Status

UK

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

Allegations
1101.1.B.

NA

EPD
COC
NA

OPA
NA

Chief
NA

CRB
NA

0
4/8/09

2
Dismissed: Outside Jurisdiction.

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

4/13/09

IA Report

5/12/09

29

Adjudication

5/19/09

7

Closed

5/24/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged an EPD officer had been W
"beating and harassing" him, beginning with RP's
arrest for Trespass and continuing over the following
Friday and Saturday.

Sex
M

Age

Status

62 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
TRESPASS

Disposition
Dismissed

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

NA

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

36
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

5/1/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication

0

Closed

5/6/09

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
The complainant is the next-door neighbor of an
EPD officer; he alleged the officer was threatening
towards RP, had abused one of RP's dogs,
th
threatened to shoot the dogs if they
th came on his
hi
property, and do other harm to the dogs.

Race
W

Sex
M

Age

Status

60

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.1.25
Unbecoming
Conduct

NA

CRB
NA

5

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

Dismissed: Other--Department Agrees to Counsel
N/A Officer
No. of
Days
Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Incident Date
Intake

5/1/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication
Closed

Race

The complainant alleged an EPD officer filed a false
W
report to the Department of Motor Vehicles. Initial
investigation revealed the officer was not an EPD
employee.

Sex
F

Age
43

Status

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NA

Allegations
1101.1.B.1.29
Truthfulness

EPD
COC
NA

OPA
NA

Chief
NA

CRB
NA

0
5/4/09

3
Dismissed: Outside Jurisdiction

QC

N/A
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

5/21/09

IA Report

7/19/09

59

Adjudication

8/21/09

33

Closed

9/15/09

25

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

An internal complaint alleged an EPD officer, in
Internal Complaint
responding to a domestic violence incident, had not
reported the victim's statements regarding
menacing and coercive behavior on the part of her
domestic partner.

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

1101.1.B.1.29
Truthfulness
NO

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

S

S

1101.1.B.21 Prompt S
Submission of
Reports

S

1101.1.B.9
Unsatisfactory
Performance

S

CRB
NA

NA

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

S

Disposition

QC
Date

92
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

6/2/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication

0

Closed

6/8/09

6

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainant alleged that when he was taken to jail W
on 12-21-08 (in a related complaint) the officer
refused to inform the jail employees that RP had
requested medical attention when force was used
against him. He later withdrew the complaint stating
he would pursue a risk claim.

Sex
M

Age

Status

38 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Trespass

Not Guilty

Disorderly

Not Guilty

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

Failure to provide
access to medical

CRB
NA

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A Dismissed: Other, Request of Complainant
No. of
Days
Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Incident Date
Intake

6/5/09

IA Report

6/18/09

Adjudication
Closed

13
0

6/19/09

Race

The complainant alleged officers used excessive
force when they responded to a call that she was
W
suicidal. She stated Cahoots and EPD had
responded and that officers "slammed" her against
the wall and stole her purse. A preliminary
investigation was conducted revealed the incident as
described by complainant improbable.

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

901.1 Use of Force
F

44

PC

NO

NA

Dismissed: Improbable

Mental Disorder
901.1 Use of Force

1
901.1 Use of Force

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Dismissed: Improbable

Disposition

QC

901.1 Use of Force

N/A
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Race

Complainant alleged an unidentified EPD officer had B
made racist comments. When the complainant was
reached for interview he stated he had had a
personal conversation with the officer and had been
assured it would not happen again. He stated he did
not want to identify the officer and wanted to
withdraw the complaint.

Incident Date UK
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

6/9/09

IA Report
Adjudication
Closed

Sex

Age

M

Status
Student

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations
1101.1.B.1.7.d
Racial Bias

NO

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Dismissed: Other, Request of RP

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Dismissed: Request of RP, No Employee Identified

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Race

The complainant alleged an unidentified EPD officer W
had either stolen meth from him or had falsified
evidence in 2008. At the time of the complaint, RP
was an inmate at the Oregon State Penitentiary in
Ontario.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

6/9/09

IA Report
Adjudication

Sex
M

Age

Status

UK

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Distribution

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

Guilty

CRB
NA

Closed
Dismissed: Untimely/Alternate Remedy
Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

6/15/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication

0

Closed

6/19/09

Race

Complainant alleged an EPD investigator had acted W
with bias when he failed to include relevant parts of
the trial testimony in the investigator's
investigator s report into an
allegation of misconduct. Complainant stated he
was filing civil suit.

Sex
M

Age

Status

38 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Disorderly

Disposition
Not Guilty

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights
1101.1.B.7
Judgment

4
Dismissed: Alternate Remedy

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

6/22/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication

0

Closed

0

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

Complainant alleged officers had unlawfully seized
property in September 2007 and had conducted an
unlawful search on 1-28-08. He was scheduled to go
to trial on the underlying criminal complaint and it
was determined the search and seizure issues
would be addressed by the court.

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Dismissed: Alternate Remedy

Disposition

QC

N/A
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

7/1/09

IA Report

7/14/09

13

Adjudication

7/31/09

17

Closed

8/5/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

RP alleged excessive force when officers responded W
to her call that her son was suicidal. She alleged he
was unarmed and cooperative when he went
W
outside; but was struck and injured. She further

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

F

92 3RP

NO

NO

NA

901.1.Use of Force U

U

U

M

70

PC

NO

NA

901.1.Use of Force U

U

U

901.1.Use of Force U

U

U

901.1.Use of Force U

U

U

418.7 Mental Health S
Crisis Response

S

S

601.2 PropertyEvidence Handling

S

S

S

901.1.Use of Force U

U

U

418.7 Mental Health WP
Crisis Response

WP

WP

601.2 PropertyEvidence Handling

WP

WP

alleged the officers searched her house without
consent and removed a locked gun case.

CRB

Mental Disorder

Review by CRB 12/21/09
Risk Claim Filed

30

QC

Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

7/1/09

IA Report

0

Adjudication

0

Closed

7/1/09

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged he was being forced to
B
stay in Eugene against his will after EPD arrested
him. It was determined his primary concern was with
Lane County Pre
Pre-Trial
Trial Services regarding his
his
bail/bond conditions.

Sex
M

Age

Status

42

Arrest

WP

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

YES

0

Review by CRB

Dismissed: Outside Jurisdiction/Alternate Remedy
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

A third party alleged she witnessed an EPD officer
use excessive force in arresting a topless woman
who was in the street soliciting money.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

7/1/09

IA Report

8/5/09

35

Adjudication

8/18/09

13

Closed

8/17/09

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

HI

F

28

NO

NO

NA

W

F

21

YES

Disorderly

Warrant

901.1 Use of Force U
hands

U

U

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

48
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

7/11/09

IA Report
Adjudication
Closed

Race

The complainant alleged an unidentified officer drew
his Taser on RP after yelling at him for
UK
skateboarding downtown. The complainant did not
provide sufficient contact information on the
complaint form and efforts to locate him were not
successful.

Incident Date
Intake

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Sex
M

Age

Status

Arrest

28

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NO

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

CRB

309.4 Taser
Threatened
Dismissed: Complainant not available

8/3/09

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

Dismissed: Other--Unable to Interview or Locate
N/A Complainant
No. of
Days
Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Incident Date
Intake

7/15/09

IA Report

9/9/09

56

Adjudication

9/24/09

15

Closed

12/7/09

74

Race

The complained alleged he walked across a street B
to watch a fight. The fighters fled but he was
arrested for interfering with a police officer and
resisting arrest and that the officer's use of force
was unreasonable when the officer "tackled him"
when he took a step backwards. He further alleged
that his race might have been a factor.

Sex
M

Age

Status

19

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

Resisting Arrest

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

Interfering

1101.1.B.6
Constitutional
Rights-Discrimination

U

U

U

CRB

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

71
No. of
Da
Days
ys

Incident Date
Intake

7/30/09

IA Report

8/25/09

26

Adjudication

9/25/09

31

Closed

9/30/09

5

Summary of Complainant
Complainant's
s Alleg
Allegation
ation

Race

The complainant alleged that when he was arrested W
for criminal trespassing at the park the officer used
excessive force against him. RP alleged that when
he told the officer he had a broken shoulder blade
on his right side the officer grabbed that arm and
twisted it hard, spun him and used OC spray on him.

Sex
M

Age

Sta
Status
tus

43 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
ect
Against Subj
Subject

Disposition
Dispositio
n

Trespass

EPD
COC

Allegations
Alleg
ations

OPA

Chief

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

901.3 Use of Force, WP
OC spray

WP

WP

CRB

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

QC
Date

57
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

9/8/2009

IA Report

10/12/09

34

Adjudication

1/22/10

102

Closed

2/18/10

27

Review by CRB 3/12/10

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
RP alleged she witnessed EPD officers use
excessive force against a subject at a nightclub.
When she attempted to record the actions of the
officers with her cell phone, she stated she was
grabbed and "thrown" by the officers.

Race
W

Sex
F

Age

Status

21 Student

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Disorderly
Wrongful
Interception of
Communications

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

Dismissed

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

Dismissed

WP

WP

WP

S

S

S

S

1101.1.1B.9 (1)
S
Performance- Lack S
of Knowledge of the
Law

CRB
6

WP
6S

22

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

136
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

A Deadly Force Review Board was empanelled after
an EPD shot and killed a suspect in a Bank
Robbery.

Incident Date
Opened

9/15/09

Review Bd.

10/21/09

36

Adjudication

11/25/09

35

Closed

11/25/09

0

EPD
COC

Allegations

901.1 Use of ForceWP
general

Risk Claim Filed

Chief

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

901.6 Use of Force WP
Reporting

WP

WP

901.4 Police
Firearms

Review by CRB

OPA

CRB

Disposition

QC
Date

71
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

9/16/09

IA Report

10/22/09

36

Adjudication

11/7/09

16

Closed

11/16/09

9

Review by CRB

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged he was subjected to
W
excessive force when he was approached by an
EPD officer as he held a knife. He stated the officer
struck him on the leg/ankle and that when he tried to
tried to tell the officer he had a metal plate in his leg,
the officers continued to hurt him. He further alleged
he was threatened with a Taser and that the officers
laughed at him.

Sex

Age

M

Status

19 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Trespass

Disposition
Dismissed

EPD
COC

Allegations

901.1 Use of Force WP

OPA
WP

Chief

CRB

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

U

U

U

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

52
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

9/29/09

IA Report

11/24/09

56

Adjudication

1/12/10

49

Closed

2/4/10

72

Review by CRB 4/12/10

67

Risk Claim Filed

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Complainants alleged
alleged EPD officers conducted
conducted an
unlawful search of their home. The couple stated
their houseguest, who spoke little English, would dial
911, and display the letters "SOS," which the guest W
would state. EPD was able to locate the general
area of the calll. The officers then left the residence.
The officers returned to the home. The complainants A
alleged they did not give consent to search the
home and there was no emergency which would
have justified a warrantless search. The Auditor
added performance as an allegation because no
officer allegedly explained the community care
taking provision of Oregon law.

Sex

Age

M
F

53
UK

Status

Arrest

NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject

NO

Disposition

NA

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.
1101
1B6
Constitutional
Rights Unlawful
Search

WP

IE

WP

304.4 Search
Warrants

WP

IE

WP

Limited English
Proficiency
Performance

CRB

S

Disposition
QC

105
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

9/30/09

IA Report

11/29/09

60

Adjudication

12/1/09

2

Closed

12/6/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
The complainant alleged she witnessed EPD
officers deploy a Taser twice against an individual
who seemed to be in a state of mental crisis. RP
further alleged the officers did not call for Medical
assistance in a timely manner.

Race

Sex

Age

Status

B

F

48

W

M

31 Mental Disorder

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

NO

NO

NA

PC

NO

NA

Review by CRB

QC
Date

62
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

10/6/09

IA Report

11/17/09

42

Adjudication

12/17/09

30

Closed

12/22/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The reporting party alleged that officers used
W
excessive force when arresting him for Trespass.
He stated they hit his head multiple times (resulting
in 6 stitches) struck his face with a gun, and pushed
a knee into his throat.

Sex
M

Age

Status

19 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Trespass

Disposition
Dismissed

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

309.4 Taser

WP

WP

WP

309.4. Taser

U

U

U

1101.B.9
Unsatisfactory
Performance

U

U

U

U

U

U

EPD
COC

Allegations

901.1 Use of Force WP

OPA
WP

Chief

CRB

CRB

WP

901.1 Use of Force
WP

WP

WP

U

U

U

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

901.1 Use of Force WP

Disposition
QC

U

72

Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

10/14/09

IA Report

12/22/09

69

Adjudication

1/26/10

35

Closed

2/12/10

17

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged EPD officers entered and W
searched her home without a warrant, exigent
circumstances or consent when they entered the
home to arrest a friend of her son's who had
shoplifted beer and who was in the garage with her
sons.

Sex
F

Age
44

Status

Arrest
NO

Charges
g Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition

Allegations
1101.1.B.6.1
Constitutional
Rights, Search
304.4 Search
Warrants

WP

WP

U

U

EPD
COC
WP

OPA
WP

Chief

CRB

WP

IE

S

WP

WP

WP

WP

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

104
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

10/26/09

IA Report

12/22/09

57

Adjudication

1/29/10

38

Closed

2/11/10

13

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainants alleged an EPD officer was
HI
discourteous, used profanity and exhibited racial
bias when the officer questioned them about a
HI
reported stolen vehicle that had been removed from
their place of work.

Sex

Age

M

38

F

38

Status

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NA

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.7.c
S
Courtesy- Profanity

S

S

1101.1.B.7.d Racial U
Bias

IE

U

CRB

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

95
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

11/10/09

Report Due

1/9/10

Adjudication

2/17/10

99

Closed

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The auditor initiated a use of force allegation to
W
investigate and review an incident in which an EPD
officer, responding to a burglary, released an EPD
canine into a residence. The homeowner was
subsequently bitten by the police dog. The Chief
organized a use of force review board for this case.

Sex
M

Age

Status

39

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
NO

Disposition
NA

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

901.1 Use of Force, WP
Canine

S

S

1201.3
WP
Conformance to
Police Service Dog
Program

WP

WP

CRB

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed 2/12/10

Disposition

QC
Date

99
No. of
Days
D

Incident Date
Intake

11/18/09

IA Report

11/18/09

0

Adjudication

11/19/09

1

Closed

11/24/09

5

QC
Date

N/A
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/1/09

IA Report

1/30/10

60

Adjudication

2/12/10

13

Closed

2/18/10

6

Allllegati
Summary of Complainant's A
tion

R
Race

Sex
S

Internal Complaint: Complainant, an EPD employee,
alleged a co-worker used abusive and profane
language in the workplace.

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
Complainant, arrested for Trespassing in a park,
alleged an officer threatened to throw him in the
river.

Age

Stat
St tus

A
Arrest
t

Charges Filed
Against Subje
bj ct

Disposition
Di
iti

Internal Complaint

Race
W

Sex
M

Age

Status

39 Homeless

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Trespass

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegati
All
tions

OPA

Chi f
Chief

1101.1B.7 Courtesy S

S

Respectful Work
Environment

S

S

EPD
COC

Allegations
1101.1.B.25
Unbecoming
Conduct

S

OPA
S

Chief

CRB

CRB

S

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/9/09

IA Report

1/20/10

42

Adjudication

3/1/10

40

Closed

3/10/10

9

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged that excessive force was W
used against him by EPD officers when he was
ejected from a UO football game. He stated he was
knocked to the ground which caused him to hit his
head and bruise his knees; he further alleged one
officer put a knee in his back exacerbating a preexisting back injury.

Sex
M

Age

Status

33

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Assault

Review by CRB

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

CRB

Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

82
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/9/09

IA Report

1/21/10

43

Adjudication

2/12/10

22

Closed

3/15/10

31

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

Sex

The complainant alleged an EPD officer stopped at
two red lights but proceeded through the
intersections against the red lights and without
activating his emergency lights or siren. He had
been cautioned by his supervisor that such behavior
was against a general departmental order and state
law.

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Internal Complaint

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

65
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/11/09

IA Report

2/9/10

60

Adjudication

3/4/10

23

Closed

3/8/10

4

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged that when an EPD officer UK
pulled him over for speeding, was discourteous. He
further alleged the officer took $1,800 from him and
threw it on the ground for the complainant to pick up.
When he did, $500 was missing. The complainant
later changed his version about the money.

Sex
M

Age
43

Status

Arrest
NO

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Traffic

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

1101.1.B.15
Insubordination

S

S

1101.1.B.1
Conformance to
Directives

S

S

1101.1.B.5
Conformance to
Law

S

S

EPD
COC

Allegations
1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

OPA

Chief

U

U

U

Performance 601.2 U
Property Evidence
Handling

U

U

CRB

CRB

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC

83
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/21/09

IA Report

2/26/10

67

Adjudication

5/3/10

66

Closed

N/A

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged EPD officers used
excessive force against her when they stopped and W
arrested her for reckless driving. She alleged that
she was tasered and her dog was pepper sprayed.

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

CRB

309.4 Use of Taser
F

51

WP

WP

WP

901.1 Use of Force WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

U

U

WP

WP

YES
Mental Disorder
Physical
Disability

901.1 Use of Force
WP
1101.1.B.9
Unsatisfactory
Performance
Performance

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

901.1 Use of Force

Disposition

QC
Date

133
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/28/09

IA Report

2/8/10

42

Adjudication

3/1/10

21

Closed

4/9/10

60

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged an EPD officer was
UK
disrespectful and grabbed her with sufficient force to
cause a large bruise to her upper arm. She was also
upset that the responding officer did not take a
report that one of the bouncers had choked her and
caused bruises to her neck. She also alleged the
officer was discourteous.

Sex
F

Age

Status

23

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

YES

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

901.1 Use of Force IE

IE

IE

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy

S

S

S

CRB

Review byy CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date

63
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

12/31/09

IA Report

4/12/10

102

Adjudication

5/17/10

35

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
The complainant alleged an EPD officer was
discourteous, and searched his backpack without
authorization to do so. The complainant was a
passenger in a stopped vehicle.

Race
W

Sex
M

Age
22

Status

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Possession of
marijuana with intent
to distribute

Disposition
Dismissed

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

1101.B.6
Constitutional
Rights/ 304.4
Search Warrants

S

S

S

1101.1.B.7
Courtesy (2x)

U

U

U

301.4 Performance, U
In-Car Video

U

U

CRB

Closed
Review by CRB

Administrative investigation was initially delayed
pending the outcome of the court case.
Disposition

QC

137
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2009 Allegations of Misconduct
Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date

Intake

10/6/09

IA Report

11/18/09

43

Adjudication

1/5/10

48

Closed

1/20/10

15

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
Officers entered an apartment after property
manager reports of a break-in. The two occupants
were Chinese students who had just arrived in the
country. One student was Tasered, both were
handcuffed. They were released after documents
were produced indicating they had leased the
apartment.

Race

Sex

Age

Status

Arrest

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

309.4 Use of Taser
A

M

19

No

N/A

A

M

19

No

N/A

WP

S

WP

CRB
Requ
ested
reope
ning

901.1 Use of Force WP

S

WP

Warrantless Search
1101.1.B.6
WP

WP

WP

WP

S

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

308.4 Preliminary
Investigation

Review by CRB 2/9/10
Risk Claim Filed 3/17/10

368.1 LEP Services
501.1 Arrests

Disposition

QC
Date

91
No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

6/24/09

IA Report

7/24/09

30

Adjudication

8/10/09

17

Closed

8/15/09

5

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged that an officer used
W
unreasonable force to effect his arrest by striking
him in the face during his arrest for trespassing in a
park.

Sex
M

Age
UNK

Status
Homeless

Arrest
Yes

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

Use of Force

Trespassing

EPD
COC

Allegations
U

OPA
U

Chief

CRB

U

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
Date
Incident Date
Intake

6/18/09

IA Report
Adjudication

6/18/09

Closed

6/18/09

47
No. of
Days

Summary of Complainant's Allegation
The complainant alleged that an officer illegally
seized his money after being arrested for
possession of cocaine.
Dismissed as
alternative remedy - the court is responsible for
deciding the return of assets.

Race
W

Sex
M

Age
UNK

Status

Arrest
Yes

Charges Filed
Against Subject
Possession of

Disposition

Allegations

EPD
COC

OPA

Chief

CRB

Performance

Cocaine

Review by CRB
Risk Claim Filed

Disposition

QC
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Date

No. of
Days

Incident Date
Intake

7/23/09

IA Report

8/25/09

33

Adjudication

9/22/09

28

Summary of Complainant's Allegation

Race

The complainant alleged that the SWAT Team used W
excessive force when they arrested him after he
fired a gun. Force used was bean bag round and
Taser. RP also alleged an officer struck him in the
face.

Sex
M

Age

Status

Arrest
YES

Charges Filed
Against Subject

Disposition

EPD
COC

Allegations

OPA

Chief

Use of Force 901.2 WP
Control Technique WP

WP

WP

WP

WP

Use of Force 901.1 U

U

U

Use of Force Taser: 309.4

WP

WP

CRB

Closed
Review by CRB

WP

Disposition

QC

61
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2009 Service Complaint
Received
Date

Closed Date Classification Allegation Summary

1/5/2009

1/17/2009

Performance

1/6/2009

2/4/2009

Performance

1/7/2009

2/3/2009

Conduct

1/12/2009

2/10/2009

Service Level

1/13/2009

2/9/2009

Service Level

1/15/2009

2/10/2009

Other

1/15/2009

2/5/2009

1/16/2009

1/28/09
6/2/09

Performance

Outcome

Driving

Traffic Stop

Response time/service
level/officer did not file rep.

RP felt officer was
Sergeant and RP did not
disrespectful and did
have a productive
nothing to apprehend a
conversation.
burglar.
Complaint about how some Paperwork mistakenly
lodged at EPD as Misc
of her paperwork stolen
from her car was mailed to paperwork. Sent as packet
to a hospital, since hospital
the wrong place.
related. Complainant was
satisfied.

n

y

y

n

y

y

RP felt officer unfairly sided Evidence at time of arrest
was consistent with arrest
with roommate and
arrested him, failed to take of RP. Vehicle was stolen
report of stolen vehicle(by in jurisdiction of LCSO.
roommate)
Original call reported
RP stated he was not
offered Medical assistance wrong address. 911 tried 3
when he called 911 after call back attempts. RP
an assault and officer took called again reaffirmed
wrong address. RP called
an hour to contact him.
again, officer dispatched.
Call takers did not ask if RP
needed Medical Asst.

n

y

n

n

y

y

RP reported officer would
not take his report of
assault at the OU Public
Safety Office.
RP complained of
inappropriate traffic
stop/felt treated as a
criminal.

n

RP did not return
numerous calls from Sgt.
Incident discussed with
officer.
RP did not return
numerous calls from Sgt.
ICV documented probable
cause for stop. No front
license

Dismissed/Out of
Jurisdiction
Officer did not file a report A report was filed, witness
when called to RP's home officers did not see
discourtesy. RP, Lt. and
for property damage.
Capt. mediated the on
going neighbor dispute.

Survey

n

y

y

n
n

y

1/20/2009

3/11/2009

Service Level

RP reports that EPD will
not arrest an individual,
despite a valid warrant.

Yes, EPD
EPD Issued a CLC (Citation
response
with court appearance
date) due to medical issues polite and
professiona
of person being served.
l but
person did
not show
up in court.

n

y

1/20/2009

2/10/2009

Service Level

RP reported his IPOD was
stolen, he was contacted
by thief, for 50 dollars it
would be returned. EPD
did not follow up on theft
complaint.

Officer did follow up with
phone calls and visit to
listed residence of suspect.
Also issued ATL for suspect
and contacted the RP with
follow up.

n

y

1/22/2009

2/9/2009

Courtesy

n

n

1/23/2009

3/3/2009

Performance

RP complained Officer was RP was allegedly
belligerent and threatened intoxicated and interfered
RP with arrest .
with assault investigation.
Witnessed by another
officer
Complaint originally taken Officers handled accident
by Sgt. RP unhappy with via an exchange of
information between
handling of a crash he
drivers per policy. Lt
considered road rage.
spoke with RP.

n

y

1/23/2009

1/28/2009

Other

Dementia patient reported Dismissed as improbable
EPD officers put her in
handcuffs and a hood on
her head during a walk.

n

n

1/26/2009

2/9/2009

Courtesy

n

2/26/2009

Other

Calls to RP by Sgt. were not
returned. DPS officer
confirmed Officer was
professional and
courteous
Det. did follow up with
report/Spoke with RP at
length in conference room,
checked LC Jail booking
records, contacted lead
investigator with
information from RP.

n

1/26/2009

RP stated Officer came to
his home and accused him
of stealing. He is an ex‐con
but believes they are
harassing him
RP believes that she was
not taken seriously when
she gave a report to EPD
about a lead on a rape.

n

y

1/27/2009

3/18/2009

Service Level

Lack of response from EPD Steps take by Det.
to a stolen property report. Subpoenaing Craigslist
records, attempted to
contact suspect. Sgt.
contacted RP for follow up.

n

y

1/30/2009

3/3/2009

Conduct

RP reported concerns
about an officer's driving
during a traffic stop on I‐
105.

y

2/3/2009

3/16/2009

Service Level

2/5/2009

3/9/2009

Service Level

2/5/2009

2/10/2009

Policy

RP complained about
officers doing traffic
enforcement on Beltline in
the fog.

2/5/2009

3/9/2009

Policy

RP upset about policy on
taking phone complaints
about gas theft in his
neighborhood.

2/5/2009

2/6/2009

Performance

Dismissed at RP direction.

n

2/6/2009

2/9/2009

Performance

n

2/9/2009

3/2/2009

Courtesy

Dismissed/Employee not
Identified.
Sgt. interviewed witnesses Yes, RP
very
and Officer found no
dissatisfied
instance of disrespect or
, wrote
rudeness. Discussed issue
letter.
with RP advised he would
speak with officer.

Sgt. spoke with RP stated
he would speak with
officer. RP complained
about Sgt handling of
issue. Lt. spoke with RP
who was unhappy with
Sgt's tone
RP reported lack of
Lt. tried numerous times to
response to complaint
reach RP, with no
about abandoned campers response.
near his business that have
been burned out, and
sewage dumped in wet
lands
RP frustrated that EPD can Lt. called RP. RP demanded
do nothing about car break service that EPD could not
provide and a Crime
ins at the Apartment
Prevention session for
complex he manages.
tenants was declined. Lt.
asked that individual
tenants work with police.

RP felt that officer was
unprofessional to her
during a search for a
runaway.

Memo to file/no contact
info for complaint. No
policy issues related to
officers working to keep
motorist safe even in
inclement weather
RP told Lt. the situation
was no longer a problem.

Yes, More
funds for
Law
Enforceme
nt is
needed.
Until this
happens
we can
forget
about living
in peace.

y

n

y

n

y

y

y

n

y

n

n

2/9/2009

3/12/2009

Service Level

RP felt EPD did not follow‐ Communications
up with her when she
determined call taker was
reported an incident of two discourteous and matter
men with guns.
was discussed with her and
RP
Yes,
RP called non emergency Checked into calls and call
to report increased graffiti takers followed policy and supervisor
was very
in his neighborhood, told explained reasons to RP.
no response by EPD since Operator took info from RP helpful and
truly
and followed up.
not his property.
concerned
treated me
like and
important
citizen.
Good Job!

2/9/2009

3/3/2009

Other

2/2/2009

3/3/2009

Performance

2/10/2009

2/17/2009

Courtesy

2/11/2009

2/25/2009

Courtesy

RP felt officer was rude and
condescending to a
resident of a Nursing
facility she manages.

Sgt. contacted RP and
explained officer was trying
to get at conflicting
information from resident.
RP was satisfied that Sgt
would speak with officer.

n

2/11/2009

3/11/2009

Courtesy

RP complained of rudeness
and no consideration for
his father with special
needs during a traffic stop.

Sgt. found no policy
violations or discourteous
behavior by officer in ICV.
Relayed his findings to RP
and reiterated officer
training and safety issues
to PR.

n

2/12/2009

2/17/2009

Service Level

Officer was dismissive of
RP who wanted to file a
complaint about 4 kids that
attacked his son. Saying
they should file with the
school.

Sgt. reviewed Intake
recording, interviewed
officer and RP. Some
miscommunication
between parties but officer
was investigating and had
followed policy

n

City employee reported
patrol vehicle speeding
thru Shop yard.

Spoke with officer, was
responding to incident, but
reminded of perceptions of
others.
Officer was unprofessional Sgt. contacted RP and
and harassing during traffic played audio for him. RP
admitted he was letting
stop.
past feelings of other
contacts with officer get in
the way of perceptions of
this incident.

n

y

n

y

y

y

n

y

n

y

n

y

Sgt. spoke with officer,
who did not remember any
such incidents, but was
concerned a that a student
and parent felt there was
an issue and offered to
meet with them if they
desired. Sgt. talked with
RP and relayed what he
had learned and gave
contact info for officer to
RP.
Dismissed Improbable

n

n

n

n

Sgt. contacted RP and
updated him on what was
being done about case.
Assigned case to patrol for
follow up. Lt. contacted RP
and explained steps taken
and options.

n

y

Called to inquire how EPD Sgt. contacted RP, took
handles stolen bikes.
theft report and Vin
number of bike. RP was
happy with contact.
RP's employee's called in a Spoke with RP about call
dine and dash. It took 2
loads and instructed call
hours for a response from takers to better explain to
police.
callers when a officer
would not respond
immediately
Officer was rude and
Lt.contacted RP discussed
offensive during a traffic
issue and informed he had
stop.
spoken to officer about
incident.
Lt. contacted RP to advise
RP complained of being
her that officer did not
stopped because her
husband has a suspended realize the driver was not
her husband because it
license.
was a night time stop. The
officer did not violate any
policy.

n

y

n

y

2/12/2009

3/3/2009

Conduct

RP called and complained
that school officer was
rude to her son and said
derogatory things. She
wants him left alone.

2/3/2009

2/12/2009

Policy

RP complained EPD had
assigned a police officer to
harass him for no reason.

2/24/2009
3/20/09

Service Level

RP felt nothing was being
done about a vandalism to
his daughter's car. Given
impression of not caring
and going through the
motions.

2/18/2009

3/2/2009

Inquiry

2/18/2009

3/16/2009

Service Level

2/19/2009

3/9/2009

Courtesy

2/20/2009

2/23/2009

Conduct

2/18/2009

3/30/2009

Service Level

2/13/2009
3/4/09

RP reported suspicious
activity by a co‐worker and
that her phone was being
bugged. The dispatcher put
her off

Reviewed recording of call,
call taker took 10 min.
going over concerns with
RP.

n

y

n

y

n

y

2/19/2009

4/3/2009

Conduct

Officer was rude, referring
to the RP as mentally ill
and a bad parent during
and after an incident at the
RP's son school, where the
officer had to separate the
RP from his son.

Because of Child
Endangerment issues
officer had notified
superiors of the situation
before there was a
complaint. Sgt. also
interviewed Principal who
was present at situation
and described officer as
very professional.

n

n

2/23/2009

3/10/2009

Inquiry

RP felt officer was rude and
wanted officer to never be
dispatched to her home
again.

n

n

2/25/2009

2/26/2009

Sgt. interviewed RP who
felt officer looked at her
with angry eyes. Advised
RP they could not
guarantee officer would
not be dispatched again

2/27/2009

3/16/2009

Service Level

n

y

3/3/2009

4/3/2009

Inquiry

RP sent complaint via
State Rep. about a car
leaking gas and EPD
refusing to intervene.

Sgt. viewed ICV and
reviewed forms. All
showed done correctly.
Car was registered to
another owner and was
noted on form. Unable to
reach RP, phone
disconnected
Comm. Supervisor
reviewed tape of call. RP
was advised no violation
for EPD to cite, but
contacting Public Works
would result in a clean up.

n

y

3/4/2009

3/9/2009

Conduct

RP complained about a
motorcycle officer who
was parked on the
sidewalk staking out
drivers.

y

y

3/4/2009

3/19/2009

Other

RP complained that an
officer in an unmarked
drove in a matter that
others would receive a
ticket for

Sgt.spoke with RP and
informed him that he
would speak with the
officer, but that law
officers are allowed to park
in areas otherwise against
the law
Sgt. could not contact RP.
Spoke with officer, in route
to back up another officer
after traffic stop.

Dismissed/Out of
Jurisdiction
RP believes false
information was given to
impound, making it
impossible for him to
retrieve his car.

n

y

3/6/2009

4/1/2009

Policy

RP is upset with the policy RP advised that a written
that EPD can not search for public records request will
be searched by name, but
Police Reports by name.
a records specialist can not
orally read from an AIRs
report to help aresident
obtain info for a specific
request.

n

3/9/2009

3/18/2009

Other

RP pulled into his driveway, Sgt. reviewed ICV and
spoke with Officer and RP.
officer pulled up and
ordered him out of his car RP did not show his hands
with gun drawn. He feared when asked to by officer.
Car was registered to a
for his life. Car had just
wanted subject, officer
been purchased from a
dealer and old owner had pulled weapon for safety
concerns.
warrants.

n

3/9/2009

3/10/2009

Other

RP gave a rambling account Dismissed Improbable
of names and dates, but no
credible complaint.

n

3/9/2009

6/12/2009

Performance

RP complained that officer
was rude, told her to shut
up and did not take
seriously a verbal threat to
her by her friends ex.
during a custody swap.

Sgt. spoke with officer
about incident. She
reported RP was difficult
and continually interrupted
while dealing with custody
situation. She may have
asked her to be quiet and
not interfere. Sgt spoke
with
h RP ffor over an hour
h
with RP making various
other accusations, insisting
that she was a lawyer and
knew officer had to
mediate with her.

n

3/9/2009

3/18/2009

Conduct

3/19/2009

Service Level

Lt., called RP left message.
Spoke with officer about
issue.
Vehicle was recovered post
complaint.

y

3/12/2009

RP called about an
unmarked EPD SUV that
ran a red light.
RP complained about EPD'
s lack of follow up when his
daughter's car was stolen.

3/12/2009

3/13/2009

3/13/2009

3/13/2009

Email complaint
Dismissed improbable No
demanding. 50 billion or … EPD follow‐up.
Courtesy

RP reported an Officer
called him a vagrant two
years ago.

Dismissed/Timeliness

n

y

y

y

y

n

n

y

3/13/2009

4/17/2009

Performance

RP reported dispatch
operator was confused and
distracted when he
reported a man with a
handgun near the library.

Sgt. found no discourtesy
by officer. Comm. Sup.,
found large call volume at
time of call, 2 Code 9, felt
call taker had acted and
responded professionally
and within procedure.
Spoke with RP about
findings.

n

y

3/16/2009

3/19/2009

Courtesy

RP felt officer was rude and
did not consider her side of
the story in an fight with a
friend.

Sgt. noted police report
recorded RP statement
accurately. No witness
found to verify the
aggressor. Neither party
wanted to press charges.
Officer acted within Policy.

n

y

3/18/2009

3/31/2009

Policy

RP was upset that EPD
used dogs to sniff out
marijuana in a Pub's
parking lot.

Lt., spoke with RP and
addressed concerns. EPD
does focus on drug
offenses when more
serious issues are not
pressing but does not have
or use drug detection dogs.

n

n

3/18/2009

3/26/2009

Policy

RP called with a concern
about how EPD responds
to at risk individuals

Supev. spoke with RP
about Policy and the
situation and timeline of
events. RP realized it was a
much sh
much
shorter
orter time involved
before officers arrived and
the situation was resolved.

n

y

3/18/2009

5/14/2009

Policy

RP called about his stolen
vehicle that was recovered
but towed because of
miscommunication
between him and the call
taker.

Sgt. spoke with RP about
EPD Policy of towing when
owner cannot be notified.
Officer can only wait 20
minutes for owner.
Dispatch left messages but
was not able to reach RP.
RP still upset and feels the
city is responsible if they
contract with a company.

n

y

3/24/2009

5/14/2009

Courtesy

RP called to complain that
when he went to get the
recording from a traffic
stop the officer said one
did not exist. Also Officer
was rude because he is a
Free Soul.

Lt. spoke with RP about
stop. Explained aspects
that the RP asked him
about. Also informed him
that another officer ICV
had taped the stop, and
officer handled the stop
according to procedure.

n

y

3/24/2009

5/15/2009

Policy

RP was concerned about
EPD Policy not to send out
officers for cars broken
into.

Lt. Spoke with RP about
Policy and answered
questions. Also looked into
additional information the
RP supplied him with.

n

y

3/25/2009

4/15/2009

Service Level

RP was upset with how his
complaint of criminal
mischief he wanted to
make on his 88 year old
father was handled by call
takers.

n

y

3/24/2009

4/3/2009

Courtesy

Superv. found the
complaint to be a training
issue. Both call takers
believed only the owner
was allowed to file a
report. She spoke with call
takers and RP. He was
satisfied
RP reported call taker was Superv. reviewed tapes
rude and didn't care when found call takers provided
he called to report a car
all pertinent information
broken into.
to RP in a professional way.
Spoke with RP and
explained her findings, still
frustrated with EPD Policy.

n

y

3/27/2009

4/24/2009

Policy

PR upset that EPD does not
ticket bike riders who ride
on the sidewalk
downtown.

Lt. Spoke to RP explained
EPD does and will cite
bikes, when there time and
personnel constraints allow
them to. RP was thankful
for being able to share his
thoughts on the matter.

n

y

3/27/2009

4/30/2009

Policy

RP called about lack of
timely and appropriate
response from EPD to
reports of burglary at his
business.

Lt., spoke with RP and
addressed concerns. Also
advised him how to contact
the Crime Prevention
Specialist office for things
he can do to protect his
business.

n

y

RP complained that officer
spoke to her step daughter
inappropriately about
family issues.

Yes, Thank
Sgt. spoke with officer,
you for
who did not recall ever
taking this
making inappropriate
so
statements to
stepdaughter nor did other seriously.
officer at scene. Spoke
with RP and explained no
way to prove but that he
had spoken to officer.

n

n

3/27/2009

3/27/2009

Courtesy

3/28/2009

3/31/2009

Inquiry

RP was detained and
Lt. Spoke with RP at scene
questioned in response to and answered all questions
a fight. Wanted to know if about the detention.
EPD could to that.

n

3/31/2009

4/1/2009

Inquiry

Auditor spoke with RP and
RP requested a female
officer to be present during confirmed all questions
contact and reported male were answered by Sgt.
officer had bumped her.

n

y

4/1/2009

4/27/2009

Inquiry

Lt. spoke with RP about his
concerns and explained the
time lines of the judicial
system.

n

y

4/7/2009

5/7/2009

Conduct

RP was concerned about
follow up of incidents he
had reported, when he
asked for a supervisor, he
was sent to OPA
RP complained of a patrol
car that almost hit her car.
It did not have lights or
siren activated.

y

4/7/2009

4/14/2009

Policy

Sgt. , had heard of the
incident from officer
before it was reported to
OPA. He spoke with RP
and again with officer
about RP's concern
RP called to comment that Lt. spoke with RP about his
EPD is using Hawkins Lane concerns and explained
that much of patrols
as a speed trap for city
enforcement in this fashion
revenue.
was complaint driven,
which was the case for this
area at this time.

4/9/2009

4/15/2009

Other

4/9/2009

5/8/2009

Other

4/13/2009

5/4/2009

Service Level

n

y

RP upset caller taker would Sup., reviewed tape,
not help her in reference to contacted RP and spoke
a welfare check on a friend. with caller taker .

n

y

RP called OPA to relay that
an EPD officer called her
daughter late at night and
offered to bring a license
plate back to her.

n

y

n

n

RP's feel EPD officers are
harassing them because
they are homeless, and
federal informant.

Sgt., spoke with officer
who advised he did call,
but only to advise that the
license could be picked up
at PCU. Sgt., had not
received return call from
RP at closing
Sgt., tried to contact RP's
invalid contact info. Spoke
with officers.

4/13/2009

5/15/2009

4/13/2009 4/20/2009

Disputed Facts RP was given a citation for Dismissed Alt. Remedy
providing prescription
drugs to a friend.
Courtesy

4/15/2009

5/11/2009

Inquiry

4/15/2009

4/23/2009

Service Level

4/23/2009

5/1/2009

Service Level

4/24/2009

4/24/2009

4/27/2009

4/28/2009

Performance

4/28/2009

5/18/2009

Service Level

4/27/2009

5/12/2009

Courtesy

4/24/2009

6/8/2009

Courtesy

4/20/2009

5/7/2009

Other

Spoke with RP, addressed
concerns, spoke with
officer.
Sup., reviewed calls and
dispatch tapes, found no
protocol problems.
Informed RP of finding.
Case closed as resolved on
RP felt officer had
misrepresented himself in RP's request.
calls to her about her son.

RP was upset by her
treatment during a traffic
stop.
RP complained about lack
of Police response to a
suspicious person.

n

n

y

n

y

n

n

RP is concerned about a
lack of response from EPD
concerning her assault
case.

Lt., researched case, never
assigned to sgt. but did go
through all channels, and
sent to DA on 4/21/09,
who declined to prosecute.

n

y

RP complained about being
robbed by 911 and other
intelligible info.
RP stated officer had a dip
in his mouth and issued
citation with a spit bottle in
his hand.

Dismissed Improbable

n

n

Sgt., reviewed ICV and
show no signs of chew or a
spit bottle. RP did not
return phone call from Sgt.

n

n

RP call 911 to report a non
licensed driver who may
have been driving DUII,
Caller taker told her they
could not help and to call
the DMV
RP upset about how an
officer treated him when
he approached her while
she was responding to a
call at Circle K.

Sgt. reviewed calls, verified
call taker had followed
protocol and procedure,
spoke with RP.

n

y

Sgt. reviewed ICV, officer
was polite and friendly
when informing RP that
she was dealing with a
different situation and
could not help him at the
moment
Sgt., tried to contact RP via
email, no reply, spoke with
officer about complaint.

n

n

n

n

RP was concerned about
how officer stood outside
White Bird in a menacing
manner.
Officer, used vehicle to
urge Pedestrians to hurry
across street. Failing to
Yield.

Dismissed/no employee
identified

y

4/30/2009

5/26/2009

Conduct

RP observed a Patrol
vehicle use emergency
lights to move traffic out of
the way and then turn
them off and proceed
normally
RP upset that an officer did
not take a report of a car
accident, because no one
was injured.

4/29/2009

5/18/2009

Policy

5/4/2009

5/11/2009

Other

5/7/2009

6/10/2009

Courtesy

5/11/2009

6/22/2009

Courtesy

5/11/2009

6/10/2009

Courtesy

5/11/2009

8/25/2009

Policy

PR complained about a
rude and unprofessional
Call taker who would not
send a patrol car to a
trespasser in his
apartment complex
RP complained that officer
was rude to her when he
stopped her as she was
trying to walk up the on
ramp of the Ferry St.
Bridge after leaving a
downtown bar
RP was concerned about
how EPD interacted with
School officials by doing a
background check on her
son who was invited to a
school dance

Sgt. Reviewed location and
times and confirmed she
was responding to a call.
Spoke with RP and
explained procedures.

y

n

y

n

n

Officer's made jokes about Sgt., spoke with RP about
situation, explained it is the
taking him to jail after
officer's discretion on jail
arresting him on DUII.
or citation. PR asked to
drop complaint.

n

n

Sup., reviewed tape, spoke
with call taker and RP who
had hung up before
mentioning a trespasser.

n

y

Sgt. determined officer had
stopped RP in concern for
her safety as she was
visibly intoxicated and
walking in area where she
could have been hurt.

n

n

Sgt. did extensive work on
Policy and is working out a
better more open system
for these background
checks.

n

n

Spoke with RP, about
concerns. Spoke with
officer to iterate need to
make sure info on all forms
are accurate
Yes, Would
Officers came to RP house Sgt., called RP to explain
like to be
issues involved when an
wanting to search for
sure
someone he knew nothing injured or assaulted person
person
may be involved.
about.
who
reported
an assault
falsely
knows it is
a crime.

5/14/2009

7/7/2009

Inquiry
Conduct

RP reported that an officer
appeared at her home and
gave her a ticket for
reckless driving that
happened 2 weeks before
while he was off duty.

RP was unhappy with Sgt.,
who referred to officer as
my officer, Auditor, added
Sgt. And Conduct to
complaint. Lt., looked into
issue, officer and Sgt.,
acted professionally, RP
would not return calls.

5/18/2009

7/7/2009

Courtesy

RP complained of rude and
unprofessional treatment
by officer during a dog
attack call.

Spoke with one RP who
agreed the other RP was
baiting officer. Thanked Sgt
for calling. Other RP,
finally responded that
nothing would change his
opinion of EPD.

5/11/2009

6/5/2009

Performance

5/19/2009

6/8/2009

Service Level

5/20/2009

5/29/2009

5/13/2009

5/20/2009

5/21/2009

7/14/2009

5/25/2009

6/4/2009

n

n

y

RP was upset about
Sgt., spoke with RP and
enforcement of a land use determined that most
complaint.
concerns were with Land
Use.
Sgt. reviewed ICV and
RP believes officer was
determined RP did violate
wrong to issue a citation
ordinance. Officer was with
and failed to appear in
Chief at trial time and then
court.
sent on a priority call. RP
did not return phone
phone call
callss.

n

y

n

y

Sgt. determined RP was
Discrimination RP believes officer is
harassing him. Calling him trespassing on property.
An intoxicated RP later
a squatter.
claimed he had no problem
with officer
Dismissed/
No specific complaint to
Inquiry
Mayor, EPD not involved Jurisdiction
Discrimination RP believes he was
Sgt. Reviewed arrest, EPD
unlawfully arrested while was only the transport.
trespassing at UofO
Arrest was by UofO Public
Safety.
Discrimination RP stated officers came to Sgt., spoke with RP who
her home and questioned was convinced contact was
because of race and not
her about graffiti.
because of a complaint
from an outside source.
Officers were doing their
job looking in to a
complaint.

n

Yes, Officer
should
have put
both
complainan
ts name on
report.
Made
things
more
difficult.

n
n

n

n

5/26/2009

7/9/2009

Inquiry

Sgt. spoke with RP about
RP was upset a motorist
ran a red light and hit him incident. Advised that
Service officer did not have
and was not cited.
authority to issue citation,
and how to handle
situation in the future.

n

y

5/28/2009

5/28/2009

Other

Dismissed/Untimely

n

n

5/26/2009

5/27/2009

Service Level

RP complained about a
2004 issue.
RP complained of a 2005
issue he had with EPD and
the courts.
PR was upset about the
policy of EPD to call church
pastors who had given
permission for homeless to
sleep on their property late
at night to verify.

Dismissed/Untimely

n

n

Closed, pending further
contact with RP.

n

y

5/28/2009 7/10/2009

Policy

6/4/2009

7/7/2009

Performance

RP's complained that two
officers who came in
response to a call about a
male intruder at their
sorority were laughing and
did not take the incident
seriously.

Sgt. spoke with RP and
officers. Advised officers
the house should have
been checked and a report
done.

n

y

6/4/2009

6/8/2009

Policy

RP was victim of burglary.
A few days later a private
firm contacted her on her
unlisted number about a
security evaluation, they
had gotten her number
from EPD.

Sgt. researched issue and
found EPD was giving CAD
report on a public record
request, but should not
have been releasing phone
numbers of victims.

n

y

6/5/2009

7/7/2009

Performance

RP witnessed EPD officer
run three red lights

Sgt. contacted RP and
shared his concern about
Ped. Safety with officers.

y

6/8/2009

6/17/2009

Conduct

RP was upset that an
officer threatened to set
his service dog on him if he
did not climb a fence to
come to the officer during
a suspected burglary call.

Sgt. reviewed complaint
and officer did not violate
policy in his attempt to
gain control of the
situation at the time.

n

n

6/8/2009

7/9/2009

Sgt. reviewed ICV, found
officer was professional
and within policy. Tried to
contact RP numerous times
with no return call from RP.

n

n

Discrimination RP felt he was being
harassed by officer
because of status of
holding a weapons permit
and due to his race and
age

6/9/2009

7/9/2009

Courtesy

RP reported that call taker
was rude when she
reported a dog left in a
truck.

Sup. reviewed call tape and
ascertained that call taker
was not rude and had
relayed the correct
information to RP.
Contacted RP who was still
upset and unhappy about
the policy.

n

6/11/2009

6/26/2009

Performance

Dismissed/
Jurisdiction

n

6/11/2009

7/7/2009

Performance

Sgt. spoke with RP
explaining officer was on a
code 2 with only lights, RP
appreciated contact.

y

6/12/2009

7/7/2009

Courtesy

RP felt he was stopped for
no reason just because he
was on the road in the
early hours.
RP reported a EPD vehicle
sped through a
construction zone, causing
workers to jump out of the
way
RP was upset that call taker
was rude and would not
release the information of
who was filing false
stalking reports about him.

n

y

6/16/2009

7/27/2009

n

n

6/19/2009

6/23/2009

6/22/2009

7/21/2009

6/22/2009

7/21/2009

Sup, reviewed audio, call
taker is polite and helpful
telling RP how he can get
the information he is
requesting. Call taker
followed policy
Conduct
Mediation between officer
RP reported that officer
called her crazy in front of and RP.
her daughter. Made the
situation between them
more difficult
Sgt. spoke with RP about
RP was concerned about
Inquiry
officers action when he
the incident and explained
was arrested for a dog
EPD side. RP admitted he
violation.
had brought the situation
on himself
Discrimination RP was concerned that EPD Sgt. spoke with RPs , see
had targeted her and her closing memo, for lengthy
husband, they have been explanation, no policy
pulled over 4 times in 9
violation.
days by various
jurisdictions
Lt. viewed ICV and noted
Performance RP filed a complaint that
officer pulled him over for officers handled call
doing 50 in a 45 which was correctly, but did verify
not the case, made another that officer changed ticket
officer conduct a sobriety prior to court date and did
not notify RP.
test which he passed.

6/23/2009

7/7/2009

Courtesy

RP felt officer was rude
during a traffic stop and
failed to return his Id,
causing a lot of hassle to
RP.

Lt. reviewed audio of
stopped and felt officer
had done an exemplary job
with an upset motorist.
Spoke with RP about his
concerns and findings.

y

y

n

n

y

n

y

n

y

6/24/2009

7/21/2009

Courtesy

RP was upset that when he
asked a bike patrol officer
for directions he was told
he couldn't help him.

6/24/2009

6/26/2009

Service Level

RP was upset that she was
not notified when her car
was recovered resulting in
an impound fee.

6/25/2009

7/9/2009

Performance

RP called to complain
about an officer who was
swerving in and out of
traffic in an area children
play.

6/25/2009

8/14/2009

Performance

RP was upset that an EPD
officer would not arrest a
local person who had used
a credit card fraudulently.

6/25/2009

7/13/2009

Service Level

RP was upset the call taker
would not dispatch officer
to a car sitting in his
neighborhood.

6/26/2009

7/13/2009

Performance

6/30/2009

7/13/2009

Performance

Sgt. spoke with RP about
the fact that there may be
times an officer is in route
to a call, and may not be
able to stop. Reminded
officers to try when
possible to give citizens
explanations
Sup. review case and spoke
with call taker, and
confirmed that she had
tried to contact 3 numbers
but did not leave a
message which was against
policy
Sgt. responded to RP that
officers were in route to a
call and using lights and
sirens would have
jeopardized an
apprehension
Sgt. spoke with RP
reviewed intake and file
and concurred that
information available did
not amount to probable
cause to arrest.

Reviewed audio tapes
verified that call taker did
give correct policy
information about dispatch
criteria to RP
RP is upset that officer that Sgt. found that officer
was dispatched to a fender handled incident correctly,
did not find fault and did
bender with a county
vehicle and did not file an not cite anyone. Not a
regular incident that EPD
accurate report with the
responses to.
risks department.Had
difficulty filing insurance
claim as a result.

RP was upset that officers
were not enforcing a
stalking order against her
ex‐husband.

Sgt. looked in to complaint
and advised that a report
had been taken and
identified steps that had
been taken in her case.

n

y

n

y

y

Yes, Ssill do
not believe
officer was
completely
truthful.
Should not
have
responded
that is the
normal
policy.

n

y

n

y

n

y

n

y

7/1/2009 8/25/2009

Conduct

7/1/2009 7/21/2009

Service Level

7/8/2009

7/8/2009

7/8/2009 7/22/2009

Performance

7/10/2009 8/19/2009

Performance

7/16/2009 8/13/2009

Performance

7/20/2010 9/14/2010

Performance

7/14/2009 8/25/2009

Performance

RP complained that officers Municipal Court agreed
gave her a ticket for tinted with officers and upheld
windows even though she citation. Sgt spoke with RP
had a doctor's affidavit that and agreed to speak with
stated she needed them. officers about how they
could have communicated
with the RP the whys of the
citation.

n

y

RP felt officer did not
follow up on theft report
and care about new
information she wanted to
share.

Sgt. checked in to issue,
and found officer had been
out for several days and
had only just learned RP
was trying to contact him.
Case is reassigned to
officer and he will follow
up as time allows.

n

y

RP sent email with
ramblings.
RP reported a theft in
progress and EPD did not
respond in a timely
manner. He feels EPD
doesn't like him and waits
when he is the victim.

Dismissed improbable.

n

y

Lt. determined that
property had been
removed from lot, but
issue was civil dispute
between parties.

n

y

RP was upset with how
officers handled an
incident in which her ex
husband threw her off a
porch
RP was upset that he
followed a K‐9 unit into
town from Fern Ridge and
that the officer was
speeding much of the way.

Sgt. reviewed issue, had
officer do supplemental
report with more
information from RPs point
of view
Lt. unable to identify
officer, but spoke with all K‐
9 units to be aware of their
speeds and left a message
for RP.

n

y

RP was upset that an
officer blew through an
intersection and she had to
slam on her brakes to stop
in time
RP complained that after
his vehicle was stolen EPD
was slow to return it to
him.

Sgt reviewed ICV and could
not find the incident as
described. Officer was
following policy on a code
3
Cpt. explained reasons as
to why the issue had drug
on so long.(RP was
suspect) RP was still
unhappy about how front
desk treated him

y

y

y

n

y

Lt. emailed RP after looking
RP is upset with the
handling of her complaint into issue and advised
of a late night dog barking. watch commander to leave
this type of call on screen
longer before clearing.

n

y

Sgt. spoke with officer who
was looking for a warrant
suspect who had given that
number. After explaining
issue to RP he was grateful
for the contact and info.

n

y

Disputed Facts RP believes there is no
Sgt. reviewed ICV tapes to
probable cause for a stop. determine the officer did
have probable cause to
stop RP. Discovered RPs
license had been
suspended by a random
sample from DMV
Service Level RP believes not enough has Sgt. investigating complaint
found out that officer had
been done in the case of
been working on case, and
his 14 year old daughter
and abuse by a 27 year old had even arrested suspect.
Spoke with complainant
man.
who blamed police for his
daughter being pregnant.

n

7/17/2009 7/27/2009

Policy

7/23/2009 8/20/2009

Performance

7/27/2009 8/19/2009

7/27/2009

9/8/2009

7/31/2009

9/8/2009

Officer contacted RP asking
for Chris, when he
informed officer he was
not Chris the officer
continued to call and
would not believe him.

Courtesy

RP feels he was treated
badly by officer while
riding his bike legally
because he is a person of
color.

8/5/2009 8/20/2009

Performance

PR was concerned about
traffic backing up and an
officer did not ticket
vehicles that blocked the
intersection.

8/6/2009 8/12/2009

Performance

PR was concerned about
officer she saw run a red
light without using his
emergency lights.

8/7/2009 8/13/2009

Performance

RP was upset because
officer would not take a
menacing complaint from
him.

y

n

y

Sgt. did not receive call
back from complainant.
Officer felt bicyclist was
almost hit by a car because
of his own actions and
warned him
Sgt. contacted RP and
informed him that he
would advise officers at
briefing to take action on
these situations if they
were not on another call.

n

n

n

y

Sgt. issued officer a
memorandum outlining
expectations related to
driving in emergency
mode
Sgt. investigated and spoke
with RP. He concurred that
officer did not have
probable cause to take a
report in this instance.

y

n

y

8/7/2009 8/10/2009

8/9/2009

Inquiry

Lt. spoke with RP about
steps officer had taken to
verify the child's safety.

n

y

Investigation revealed call
takers provided info in a
courteous and professional
manner.

n

y

RP was concerned about a Sgt. spoke with RP about
high speed police chase
the training officers receive
that occurred on his street. for these types of
situations and listened to
RP's concerns
Cpt. issued memo to all
RP expressed concern
about a patrol car traveling officer to remember dept.
at a high rate of speed with policy and state law.
no lights or sirens.

y

RP was upset that when his Lt. found no policy
brother ( who was drunk) violations, merchant
wished to press charges.
came in contact with 2
officers. The first said he
wasn't going to jail and
then the 2nd arrested him.

n

PR was concerned that his
son was left home alone,
officer told him that it was
ok at his age, while call
taker gave him another
age
RP is upset with the follow
up on the investigation of a
robbery from his son's car.

9/8/2009

Performance

8/11/2009 8/18/2009

Performance

8/11/2009 8/13/2009

Performance

8/11/2009 9/11/2009

Performance

8/13/2009 8/20/2009

Inquiry

RP was concerned that he
noticed a group of K‐9
officers using city cars out
at Dexter lake joyriding.

Lt. spoke with RP about the
water training being done
with the K‐9 unit at the
time.

n

8/14/2009 8/20/2009

Performance

Service Level

8/13/2009

Service Level

Sgt. Discussed the issue
with officer /coached him
on bike safety and
responded to RP.
Sgt. spoke with RP about
EPD's issue with man
power and iterated that
when ever possible EPD
would cite drivers but not
property owners
Lt. spoke with complainant
about the issues and police
staffing problems.

y

8/13/2009 8/18/2009

RP reported that a bike
patrol officer almost hit
him as he rushed by on his
way to a call.
RP expressed concern
about EPD's lack of
enforcement for handicap
parking.

9/8/2009

RP is upset about the
service level his
neighborhood is receiving
during a rash of car break
ins

y

n

n

y

n

y

8/14/2009 8/26/2009

Performance

RP complained that when
EPD served a warrant they
damaged her home and
took her to jail without
even showing her the
warrant.

Lt reviewed incident, RP
was read warrant as per
policy, pictures were taken
of home to confirm state.
No damage noted.

n

8/20/2009 9/15/2009

Performance

RP is upset about a contact Lt. spoke with complainant
wth a bike patrol officer
about the issue with his
who threatened to shoot dog.
his service dog.

n

n

8/21/2009

9/3/2009

Performance

y

9/8/2009

Performance

Sgt. spoke with
complainant and officer
about incident. Also
witnesses said complainant
was rude and yelling at
officer
RP did not return Sgt.
Phone calls, reminded
officer to obey traffic laws
while driving patrol car.

n

8/24/2009

RP was upset that when
she was stopped by EPD to
express concern about
gang activity in her
neighborhood officer
brushed her off
RP reported Police Cruiser
was operated in an unsafe
manner.

8/24/2009 9/11/2009

Performance

n

y

8/24/2009 9/21/2009

Inquiry

Sgt. spoke with
complainant about
situation and then spoke
with officer who only
advised complainant of the
law. Also gave them a copy
of the ordinance
RP inquired about 12 police Sgt. emailed complainant
cars that showed up at his abut the situation that
apt. complex last night.
brought 12 patrol cars to
his apartment complex.

n

y

8/7/2009 8/26/2009

Performance

Sup. spoke with
RP was concerned call
complainant, that proper
taker encouraged her to
procedure was followed.
get closer to noises a
Info was removed from log.
burgler was making.
Personal info was displayed
on public call log.

n

y

8/25/2009 9/10/2009

Conduct

Sgt. received no response
from calls to complainants.
Spoke with officers about
complaint.

n

n

RP reported that officer
threatened to arrest her
because she is helping a
child who is being abused.

RP reported officer was
rude and swung his car
door at him on purpose.

y

8/25/2009 9/18/2009

Performance

RP was upset that an
officer lied to him saying
she had heard his music,
when instead his neighbor
had called him in.

Sgt. received no response
from calls to complainant.
Spoke with officer about
complaint. Officer spoke
with a female at the
residence not a male, who
was complainant.

n

n

8/27/2009 9/25/2009

Performance

RP stated the officers told
who had complained when
she had asked to be
anonymous.

Sgt spoke with complainant
and officer. Sister made
the assumption that her
sister had called.

n

n

8/26/2009 8/31/2009

Service Level

RP alleges that officers
never investigated fraud
charge that he filed.

Dismissed as previously
reviewed. Fraud unit did
investigate and notified RP.

n

y

8/31/2009 9/30/2009

Performance

RP called to express her
concern that officer's did
not do their job when they
did not arrest her parents
that have continued to
harass her.

n

y

8/31/2009 9/10/2009

Performance

Sgt. had a long face to face
with complainant,
explaining how the officers
looked at the situation.
Complainant seemed to be
satisfied and was
understanding
Sgt. spoke with RP, about
Officers made her take a
cab home, even though she the probable cause to stop
her for traffic infractions.
was not intoxicated and
Officer's required the tow
her car was towed.
for her safety due to the
fact she was ill.

n

y

9/2/2009 9/21/2009

Performance

9/10/2009 9/14/2009

Performance

9/15/2009 9/29/2009

9/16/2009 9/28/2009

RP was concerned that a
call taker asked her to call
the non emergency
number when she reported
a suicidal client.

Sup. reviewed records,
spoke with complainant
and call taker about
complainants concerns.

n

y

RP was concerned about
how officer treated a
homeless person and
wanted to know if that was
EPD policy
Reclassified to RP alleges that Detective
Courtesy
did not notify RP that he
was an officer only that he
was searching her car.

Sgt. spoke with RP and
discussed her concerns.
No policy violation.

n

n

Officer's had probable
cause to search car.

n

y

n

y

Courtesy

Sgt. determined officer's
Officer was rude and
belittling when he came to actions were within policy.
speak to RP about a run in
with another citizen while
serving divorce papers.

9/16/2009 10/12/2009

Performance

RP was frustrated officer
would not call her so she
could correct a police
report.

Sgt. made several attempts
to contact RP. Phone #
provided was incorrect.
Officer advised case was an
Assault IV with a
mandatory arrest
requirement. Officer left
message with RP that she
would need to contact DA's
office to make any
changes.

n

y

9/21/2009 10/20/2009

Performance

RP tried to help officers
with suspects at Valley
River, officers showed no
interest.

Officer did conduct an area
search for suspect after
contact with RP and found
nothing. Lt. spoke with RP
about incident.

n

y

9/23/2009 9/25/2009

Conduct

Dismissed Untimely

n

n

9/24/2009 9/29/2009

Inquiry

Knowledge of law,
rudeness
RP was concerned that no
officer was dispatched
when he called in a case of
menacing.

RP thanked EPD for
listening, wanted
complaint closed.

n

y

9/24/2009 10/8/2009

Conduct

RP asserted that officer
failed to yield at a freeway
on ramp and forced him to
get out of the way. When
followed to a mall officer
was ru
rude
de and threatened
threatened
to arrest RP.

Lt spoke with RP and with
officer. Recommended a
more courteous manner
when addressing civilians.

y

9/22/2009 10/30/2009

Inquiry

RP concerned about the
level of service he received
when his car was broken
into at a park and ride to
the Ducks game.

Lt spoke with RP and
reviewed records of intake
call. Officer responded
with in policy. Discussed
staffing issues and
limitations with RP.

n

y

Performance

RP believes officers have
abused their authority
when they stopped him for
2 hours for a traffic
infraction
RP was upset that an
officer did not cite an
occupied car that was in
the bike lane.

Mediation between officer
and RP. 3/2/10

n

y

Yes, RP will
Sgt contacted RP,
be
explained staffing issues
and told him he would ask watching
EPD action
officer to pay special
in the area.
attention to Alder.

n

y

9/25/2009

3/3/2010

9/28/2009 9/29/2009

Inquiry

Sgt. spoke with Officer
about situation and later
RP who was encouraged to
contact and conversewith
officer and Sgt.

9/28/2009 11/19/2009

Inquiry

RP is concerned new
school officer is not doing
enough to mediate
potential racial issues at
school.

9/25/2009 10/2/2009

Conduct

RP stated officer noticed a Sgt. called RP with officer
present, discussed
pedestrian in cross walk,
incident.
and did not yield as he
should have but got no
ticket. Citizen then caused
scene in roadway.

9/29/2010 10/5/2010

Conduct

9/29/2009 10/12/2009

Service Level

10/1/2009 10/13/2009

Performance

RP felt stopping him and
his friends for walking on
the street instead of on the
sidewalk was a waste of
resources
RP reported her husband
received a noise citation 4
hours after the event,
when officers had no
proof. She felt EPD was
helping her neighbor
harass her
RP claims officers did not
keep track of his wallet
when he was arrested and
it is now missing.

10/3/2009 10/19/2009

Conduct

10/5/2009 10/5/2009
10/6/2009 10/26/2009

Inquiry
Policy

10/7/2009 10/29/2010

Performance

9/22/2009

Inquiry

n

y

n

n

y

Sgt reviewed records and
stop was routine until RP
walked up and confronted
officer.
Sgt. spoke with RP,
explained citation was
issued because two
separate neighbors signed
a complaint. RP
terminated call.

n

Sgt. discussed with officer
and an admonition to take
care when dealing with
property.

n

RP was upset about
Sgt. spoke with RP and
officer's driving, felt it was explained officer was
dangerous.
responding in a code 2
manner. Spoke with officer
about use of lights and
sirens
Nothing said.
Dismissed Improbable
RP was arrested for loud
Sgt listened to ICV of
music, even though no
incident, and spoke with
music was playing at time officers. Feels there was
of arrest.
PC to arrest. RP did not
want to speak with Sgt.
without his lawyer
RP claims call taker hung Call taker followed policy,
issue was behavior at store
up on him when he
requested an officer for an not ADA (dog) recordings
ADA violation, he was also are in direct conflict with
RP's issue.
starting a seizure.

y

RP is concerned that officer Complaint was investigated
and reviewed by
is not investigating a
prosecutor.
homicide of a hospice
patient.

y

n
n

n

y

n

y

10/12/2009 12/9/2010

Service Level

RP is upset that when he
called in a traffic hazard
over a garage sale at his
neighbor's nothing was
done.

Call takers were
professional and
courteous. Communicated
via email with RP about
complaint.

n

10/12/2009 11/2/2009

Courtesy

1st officer left scene of
altercation when his shift
was up, even though still
speaking with RP. 2nd
officer was rude and
argumentative.

Sgt. spoke with officer and
determined he had asked
permission to leave once
situation was under control
in response to supervisor
wanting overtime brought
down.

n

10/12/2009 11/2/2009

Service Level

RP stated that she and
friends were assaulted and
wrote down the license
place but the car's owner
said they were home in
bed in Kaiser at the time.

Rp failed to return phone
calls made by Sgt. In
review with officer he
found officer continued to
investigate and determined
this car was not involved.

10/13/2009

10/14/2009 11/23/2010

10/8/2009

Disputed Facts RP felt Sgt. did not
represent how a previous
service complaint was
handled accurately.
Inquiry

Service Level

10/14/2009 10/29/2010

Courtesy

10/14/2009 10/29/2010

Performance

Her case file was sent to
City Prosecutor who
declined to move case
forward.

RP did not return calls on 4
RP wrote mayor with
separate dates.
comments, observations
and complaints.
EPD refused to get involved Dismissed timeliness
in a possible fraud being
committed against an elder
resident.

y

y

y

y

n

y

n

n

Officer threatened RP with
contacting DHS and other
agencies in she did not
have her homeless
boyfriend contact him.

Sgt determined officer was
in process of identifying a
robbery suspect and was
letting RP know
consequences of Hindering
Prosecution.

n

RP was upset by how
dismissive the call taker
was when he tried to
report an altercation he
had with a car repair
owner.

Review tapes, determined
call taker followed policy,
and spent over 14 minutes
working with RP. RP was
notified by a report taker
at a later date who
determined complaint fell
into civil issue parameters.

n

y

y

n

y

10/15/2009 10/16/2009

Performance

10/15/2009 10/28/2009

Performance

10/16/2009 11/11/2009

10/21/2009
10/23/2010

RP was upset that an
officer who gave her a
ticket for not signaling,
then did not signal when
he pulled out after the
ticket
Officer driving too fast in a
school zone.

Dismissed‐outside
jurisdiction

y

Discussed complaint with
officer and complainant.

y

Courtesy

RP was upset by treatment Letter of explanation and
at records when he tried to apology to RP.
get his car out of inbound.

n

y

1/8/2010

Courtesy

y

Performance

RP would not return calls
placed by Lt.
Sgt. reviewed property
and met with RP to show
her photo's. It was decided
that EPD did not have the
ring she was seeking.

n

2/3/2010

Officer discourteous during
traffic stop.
RP was upset that she
could not get some
personal family heirlooms
released from property.

Officer blocking traffic in Spoke with RP about policy
front of school. Would not and procedure of traffic
move to allow child drop stops for officers.
off until traffic stop was
over.

y

Sgt. investigated and
learned officer went to
court at request of chain of
command to inform RP of
seriousness of false
reports
Court related.

n

10/23/2009 10/30/2009

Courtesy

10/26/2009 11/16/2009

Performance

Officer came to court
hearing and threatened to
arrest RP for filing false
police reports.

10/28/2009 11/2/2009

11/4/2009 12/14/2009

Dismissed/
Alternate
Remedy
Performance

11/6/2009 12/10/2009

Courtesy

RP felt officer abused
power when he gave her a
ticket.
RP was upset officer would
not provide him with
insurance info of driver
who he got in a altercation
with
RP felt officer was
discourteous to him while
being issued a citation.

11/7/2009 12/9/2009

Performance

y

n

n

Officer's investigation did
not show evidence to
prove a collision. No
insurance information was
required
Sgt. spoke with RP and
officer. RP seemed
satisfied with contact.

n

RP was upset officer was No discussion of issue with
not making an effort to find RP per victim.
and bring to justice man
who raped his ex‐wife.

n

n

y

y

y

11/5/2009 11/16/2009

Courtesy

11/4/2009 11/10/2009

11/9/2009 11/25/2009

Dismissed/
Outside
Jurisdiction
Dismissed/
Alternate
Remedy
Inquiry

11/10/2009 11/19/2009

Service Level

11/12/2009 11/30/2009

Policy

11/12/2009 12/14/2008

Performance

11/13/2009 11/24/2009

11/9/2009 11/12/2009

Officer was rude when he Investigation revealed RP
came to his home to speak lied to officer about his
identity and his
to him about an assault.
involvement. When
contacted by Sgt. he was
hostile. Sgt terminated call.

n

y

n

n

n

RP sent letter expressing
frustration about being
harassed by transients.
RP upset with response
from EPD to her calls for
help with loud noise
coming from neighbor's.
RP upset with response
from EPD to calls about a
vehicle being lived in near
his business.

Crime Specialist contacted
RP.

n

y

Lt. spoke with RP explained
staffing issues. Also with
officer who cleared call.

n

y

RP felt policies issued from
city council about
homeless camping were to
blame. He was not upset
with EPD
Officer was blocking traffic ICV corraborated account
that officer followed
during a traffic stop and
almost caused him to hit procedure for stop. RP
would not speak with Sgt.
another car.

n

y

Performance

RP was upset that officers
would not release her
medical marijuana, that
had been seized in a drug
bust.

n

11/12/2009 12/1/2009

Performance

Lt. spoke with RP about
RP was upset that EPD
issue, will send out a
patrol cars were racing
through his neighborhood. general notice to patrol.

y

11/13/2009 11/23/2009

Inquiry

RP feels officers are
undermining his due
process when they
banished him from his
home. (park)

n

y

11/10/2009 12/14/2009

Performance

n

y

DA advised grow was
illegal, so nothing could be
released until the court did
so.

Investigation revealed RP
was in park with his dog
unleashed. Parks
employees called Police.
Officers worked with RP to
leave the park for the day
in lieu of a citation
Investigation revealed call
RP was unhappy with
response from 911 to calls for service was placed and
suspect arrested.
about a robbery suspect
outside of his wife's work.

y

y

Policy

RP was unhappy about the
non response he received
when trying to speak to
someone at EPD about a
theft from his home.

Spoke with RP about policy
and procedure and the
limitations of the phone
system. Explained
improvements coming.

11/12/2009 12/14/2009

Performance

RP was concerned that
when he called 911 to get
help for a burglary he was
given a non emergency
number for Central Lane.

Investigation revealed call
was triage correctly as non
emergency. Should have
been give number to
Junction City dispatch.

11/9/2009 11/30/2009

Service Level

RP was upset that officer
asked personal questions
like SS number during a
traffic stop.

11/16/2009 11/18/2009
11/19/2009 12/23/2009

Courtesy
Policy

Sgt spoke with RP and
officer. Notified officer he
should have taken more
time to explain the need
for the information
requested
Dismissed: Timeliness
Dismissed: Other

11/12/2009

1/4/2010

1/16/2009 11/20/2009

11/17/2009

1/4/2010

11/20/2009 11/20/2009

11/20/2009 12/1/2009

11/30/2009 12/28/2009

RP complained about
errors in police report.
Disputed Facts RP felt she was treated
unfairly by being issued a
citation after being hit by a
car on her bike.
RP was upset that officer
Conduct
came out to their home
and arrested her husband
after she made a smart
remark to him. He claimed
h was teaching
he
hi her
h a
lesson
Performance RP was beaten up and
robbed. Police did not take
report
Service Level RP feels there are not
enough patrols in her
neighborhood. Her battery
was taken from her car.
Performance

RP said officer nearly hit
them in a crosswalk near
city hall.

Yes

n

y

n

y

n

y

n
n

y
y

Dismissed: Alternative
Remedy

n

Sgt spoke with RP and
officer. RP's husband did
not remember such a
remark from the officer
and felt he was
professional.
f i
l

n

Dismissed: Timeliness

n

y

n

y

Lt. tried to speak to RP.

Officer recalled incident
and noted that the men
were on the sidewalk when
he proceeded through
light. Sgt. spoke with
officer about how the
incident should have been
handled

Yes

y

y

11/30/2009

y

Case was originally set to
mediate but RP did not
respond to setting up the
mediation. Auditor
dismissed ‐ resolved with
complainant.

3/3/2010

Performance

RP was pulled over for no
bike light. Was asked if he
had drugs on him. He felt
he was stopped because of
his race.

11/30/2009 12/7/2009

Performance

11/24/2009 12/28/2009

Performance

RP was concerned that an Sgt. spoke with RP and
officer came very close to Officer. Officer said RP
her in a crosswalk.
suddenly appeared next to
patrol car. He drove off
quickly to clear the
intersection for her
RP felt officer did not take Sgt. investigated incident
and learned Springfield
appropriate action to an
Police took report, and
arrestees claim of rape.
worked with EPD to have
arrestee taken to hospital
for exam.

12/1/2010 12/10/2009

Performance

RP felt officer
misrepresented EPD policy
in regards to a citation
issued to his son.

12/1/2009 12/15/2009

Service Level

RP upset that officers did
not respond in a timely
manner when she called in
her son's whereabouts.

12/2/2009 12/29/2009

Courtesy

12/2/2009 12/21/2009

Performance

12/4/2009 12/17/2009

Inquiry

y

n

y

Lt. spoke with RP but could
not come to a conclusion
that satisfied him. Also RP
spoke with Captain.

Sgt. Spoke with officer,
officer did respond
immediately after dispatch.
RP would not speak with
Sgt
RP felt officer was
Sgt. reviewed video and
unprofessional would not audio recording of incident
make eye contact or
discussed with officer. RP
answer her questions.
did not return phone
messages
RP felt officers were rude Sgt. spoke with RP but was
and vindictive when they unable to come to a
investigated an accident in reasonable agreement.
which his son hit a fire
hydrant
Sgt. investigated incident.
RP was concerned that
Mailman called in incident.
officers drew their
weapons on her son while Officer used policy and
holstered his handgun
responding to a call of
children playing with guns. when he learned the guns
were toys. RP did not
return phone messages to
speak to the Sgt.

y

n

y

n

y

n

y

n

y

n

y

1/4/2009 1/14/2010

Performance

12/4/2009 12/10/2009

RP was upset that there
seemed to be no progress
in a theft case in their
home. (Friends of Son)

Sgt investigated.
Ultimately most items
were recovered and case
assigned.

Dismissed: Outside
Jurisdiction
Sgt unable to speak with
RP stated that officer
mishandled her property RP. Reviewed ICV. Officer
and gave things of value to was professional and gave
RP those things that he
her former boyfriend.
could legally give her.

n

y

n
y

12/7/2010

1/26/2010

Performance

12/4/2009

1/12/2010

Policy

RP was concerned that
officer keeps showing up at
court proceedings and
even at out of state ex's
home asking questions.

Capt. contacted RP and
explained EPD policy and
that officer was within
policy.

n

12/10/2009

1/12/2010

Courtesy

Sgt. discussed complaint
with RP and officer.

n

12/14/2009

1/4/2010

Conduct

Officer was rude and
threatening while asking
RP to move car from a no
parking zone.
RP described officer as
rude, insensitive and
unprofessional while
questioning their daughter
after a traffic accident.

Sgt spoke with RP about
her concerns and then
directed officer in some
follow up to the accident
investigation.

n

y

RP was unhappy with the
service level given by
officer at the scene of an
accident he was involved
in
RP was concerned officer
was speeding with no lights
or siren activated.

Sgt. investigated and
learned the accident did
not meet policy criteria for
a police report.

n

y

Sgt. spoke with both RP
and officer. Noted that
officer needed to be aware
of his speed.
Supervisor reseached calls
RP was concerned that
and and discovered RP was
when he reported a
stalking it would be 5 days contacted several times by
before talking to someone, officers about his
complaint and call takers
but when a "concerned"
followed policy.
citizen reported a black
man picking up a wallet
EPD was right at his
residence.

y

12/14/2009 12/28/2009

Service Level

12/15/2009

1/13/2010

Policy

9/11/2010

2/8/2010

Service Level

12/9/2009 12/16/2009
8/28/2009 1/5/2009

Service Level

Dismissed timeliness
Dismissed: Alternative
Remedy

n

y

y

n
n

12/16/2009 12/21/2009

12/17/2009

1/14/2010

12/18/2009 12/30/2010

Courtesy

Performance

Courtesy

12/21/2010

1/5/2010

Service Level

12/22/2009

1/1/1910

Performance

12/23/2009

1/15/2010

Inquiry

12/23/2009

1/12/2010

Performance

12/29/2009 12/30/2009
12/30/2009

1/19/2010

12/31/2009

1/5/2010

12/29/2009

1/11/2010

Courtesy

Service Level

RP complained that officer Review of ICV showed RP
was rude and disrespectful was rude and hostile,
of his age when citing him. officer was polite and with
in policy.
RP was upset that he that Sgt was actually present at
he received a letter from incident RP was
Muni Court saying he owed intoxicated. Police report
a MIP fine when he did not noted that a citation to RP.
believe the officer issued
him the citation.
RP was concerned that he
was given a citation while
others doing the same
were not. Officer was
discourteous
RP was unhappy an officer
did not cite a truck driver
who came over into her
lane during a turn.

Sgt. spoke with RP and
officer.

Lt. spoke with RP and
surmised with RP that the
officer did not ticket the
driver since no accident
occurred
Sgt. learned that RP was
not able to provide
adequate documentation
that the items were his.

n

n

n

y

n

y

Sgt. looked in to matter
and determined FBI had
items in question and
notified RP.
RP was upset officer told Lt. learned it was the DA
office who declined to
Springfield detective she
was unhappy with handling prosecute.
of case causing detective to
be uncooperative.

n

y

n

y

Dismissed: Alternate
Remedy
RP was unhappy that when Sgt. spoke with RP and
he looked in on a friend
about the facts of the call
and found her door
and did not find officers
damaged officers were
were out of line.
dismissive of him during
the call
RP upset that he received a Dismissed: Alternate
ticket and not others who Remedy
had done the same thing.

n

Lt. and Auditor through
recording of interview
determined complaint to
not be valid.

n

RP is upset that EPD and
officer will not return his
property. That was
confiscated when his son
was arrested
RP was looking to have
personal effects released
to family.

RP felt officer was
unprofessional while
questioning him about a
complaint he had filed.

n

n

y

y

n

